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ABSTRACT  
The increasing demand for context awareness makes WS&ANs (Wireless Sensor and 
Actuator Network) a rather popular topic. In recent years, a wide range of commercial 
applications based on WS&ANs have been released, such as smart home solutions, Smart 
City solutions, e-Healthcare. In these applications, a large number of different sensor network 
protocols are applied to fulfil various functionalities and purposes of WS&ANs. Additionally, 
heterogeneous sensor nodes from multi-vendor are deployed. 
Although the importance of interconnection between heterogeneous sensor platforms is 
commonly acknowledged in order to provide better quality and more quantity of the services, 
it is still a big challenge due to the heterogeneity such as specific administrative control, 
various protocols, different purpose and the economic interests of WS&ANs vendors. 
With the focus on the network level, this research aims to provide a solution for realising 
interconnection between heterogeneous sensor platforms and WS&ANs, which enables the 
possibility of sharing and utilising resources across sensor nodes and networks without the 
obstacle brought by their heterogeneity. Instead of following the main research direction, 
network virtualisation, to design and standardize a one-fits-all protocol and middleware that 
should cater for the requirements of the different types of WS&ANs, a new approach called 
Progressive Protocol Stack Reconfiguration (PPSR) is proposed. With the reconfigurability of 
protocol stacks, this approach enables communication management between heterogeneous 
networks by adapting the protocol stacks to one another at lower cost and delay.  
PPSR was simulated and implemented in this research to prove the success of the concept. 
Being applied in gateways between the sensor networks and the access networks, the PPSR 
approach increases the flexibility and facilitates connectivity for networks when a sensor 
network roams between heterogeneous networks. 
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Chapter 1 :  Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
A common understanding has developed that new technologies should be used to improve 
the quality of life and that they should be able to adapt to the individuals' requirements 
intelligently. In an ideal scenario, this could be realized without the need for a person 
engaging in cumbersome handling operations or even without user's understanding of 
technical details. Therefore, communications environments need to become smarter, more 
responsive, and more capable of accommodating to users' needs. Preferably such 
technologies need to be able to collect and interpret information that is required to fully 
understand the environment, building a certain level of Ambient Intelligence, which in turn 
requires information about a user's environment collected through a multitude of multi-
sensory information.   
Wireless sensor network is a rapidly growing field of research as well as in real world 
applications. It consists of spatially distributed devices that use the features of sensors 
cooperatively monitoring physical or environmental conditions. It is widely accepted that 
wireless sensor and actuator islands will play a major role in the future Internet. Usage and 
application scenarios indicate a great range of areas where the sensed information and the 
knowledge generated from this information will be crucial for deployment of services. In fact, 
WS&ANs are exploited in diverse situations, ranging from the industrial application space to 
military and medical scenarios [1]. The applications of WS&AN can be deployed in many 
areas such as medical monitoring, environmental assessment, emergency detection, smart 
solutions (health, industry, agriculture, urban intelligence). Therefore, the integrity and 
sensitivity of such information in sensor network require the following:  coordination of 
distributed resources; information sharing; collaboration in data processing, robustness in 
mobile environments, and support for dynamic heterogeneous wireless sensor systems. 
These aspects require a WS&AN to be able to access and be accessed by other WS&ANs 
with high flexibility. As a result, network interconnection plays an important role. 
1.2 Motivation and research objective 
Internet-working for Wireless Sensor Networks was once not considered as a promising 
direction due to some issues, such as complexity of communication and resource constraints 
for layered architecture. As the research of the Internet of Things (IoT) has greatly 
progressed in the recent years, the roadmap becomes quite certain. The concepts of the 
research community have been changed thanks to the advances in Machine to Machine 
(M2M) technologies, standardisation of IPv6 and low cost micro-electronics. More and more 
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advanced services can be enabled by multiple sensor platforms working together. The 
services and the combination of sensors can be provided as a whole solution, typically 
involving smart phone, smart watch, some ambient devices, and a common communication 
standard. They interconnect to one another, conducting sensing, data collecting, data 
sharing, and service triggering. However, the above ‘solution’ will only work under the 
condition that either the interconnection environment is homogeneous or there is a method 
helping to interconnect them by running a heavy, non-dynamic multi-interface gateway. In 
many cases, interconnection becomes challenging: 
 Gateway runs out of power or not in working order, 
 A heterogeneous WS&AN environment without an appointed gateway, 
 New WS&AN platform is introduced under heterogeneous standard. (e.g. in a system, 
choosing a component from different supplier.) 
The challenge of interconnection between WS&ANs in the real world is that different 
“languages” are communicated, which means different protocol stacks are being used. The 
diversity of sensor platforms’ standards sometimes brings great difficulties to keep them 
connected all the time. This heterogeneity of WS&ANs, which is caused by either the 
customised application requirements or various platform providers, has existed from the very 
beginning of wireless sensor network research and is getting more and more obvious when 
looking at the development of this field in recent years. 
In the research of WS&AN (Wireless Sensor and Actuator Network), various signalling 
solutions and protocols, according to particular requirements, are proposed to facilitate 
network configuration and data transmission. There are more than 20 standards proposed by 
different organisations, such as 6LowPAN [3], Zigbee [5], DASH7 [6], etc. These standards 
came out under different circumstances for various purposes. Therefore, no single standard 
has been designed to be able to satisfy requirements of the majority of WS&AN applications. 
Hence, various sensor platforms working together in WS&ANs possibly have different 
protocol stacks implemented and hence cannot communicate with one another to provide the 
expected services. Considering sensor nodes are highly resource- constrained in terms of 
memory, computing capability and energy, some traditional ways to tackle the incompatibility 
problem, such as installing a gateway, are not applicable. Therefore, a mechanism for 
efficient and dynamic interconnection for WS&ANs in a heterogeneous network environment 
has becomes one of the main research topics in recent years. 
Compatibility of different network types can be achieved by multiple ways. Contributed by the 
fast growth and expansion of internet of mobile network, which is in order to meet the fast 
growing data service demand, a reasonably fine network environment has been provided.  
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Certainly, such a dynamic environment for coexisting heterogeneous network architectures 
without the limitations is a promising direction. Therefore, this research looks into an 
alternative approach to provide compatibility between heterogeneous networks with the 
following objectives: 
 Simple deployment - light weight, less demanding on existing standards and 
infrastructure. 
 Low cost - does not increase processing complexity.  
 Low delay – allows co-located peers to be able to communicate ‘locally’ without going 
through the whole network 
 Robust– does not rely on the stability of the whole network. 
1.3 Contributions 
This research has investigated current development of WS&AN standards and most of 
existing protocols, and raised the issue of compatibility between heterogeneous WS&AN 
platforms. The research provides a solution, which is different from existing approaches, for 
heterogeneous WS&AN compatibility on network layer. The research has also evaluated the 
performance of the solution in both simulation and physical implementation. In both 
evaluations, heterogeneous network environments are built up and compatibility between 
heterogeneous WS&AN platforms has been successful. The test results proved to be 
supportive of the exceptive performance of the solution, as well as with consistency in both 
test environments 
The main contributions of this research are listed as below: 
a) Proposed a novel approach for heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Network  
compatibility through protocol stack reconfiguration 
b) Comparison between the proposed of approach and the state of the art solution 
c) Proof-of-concept simulations and evaluation of the approach 
d) Implemented a proof of concept system in physical sensor node and evaluated its 
performance 
1.4 Structure of the thesis 
In the remainder of the thesis, the contents are structured as follows: in Chapter 2, some 
major existing standards for WS&ANs are introduced and compared as well as the existing 
solutions for compatibility and the challenge analysis. The existing solutions for WS&ANs 
interconnection as well as their limitation are discussed in Chapter 3, followed by the 
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research objectives and a proposal of novel approach. In Chapter 4, the architecture design 
for the framework is discussed, including the functional components, their functionalities and 
the working mechanism. The evaluation approaches, including both simulation and 
implementation setting up are introduced in Chapter 5. The evaluation scheme for the 
functionalities and performance of the solution in implementation and simulation are 
presented respectively in Chapter 6, together with the analysis of the test results. Chapter 7 
provides a summary of the current achievement and a plan for future work.  
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Chapter 2 :  The state of the art of Wireless Sensor 
Network standards 
Network Interconnection allows networks to send and receive data, utilise resources mutually 
and manage communication between interconnected networks. The quality of 
interconnection is also provided to meet the expectation for the end user. Through the 
functional inter-working between multiple vendors and carriers (i.e., node-to-node, or 
network-to-network) which enabled by Network Interconnection, advanced services can be 
realised in a heterogeneous environment. To understand the challenge and approach of 
Wireless Sensor Network interconnection, the state of the art of the current WS&AN 
standards and their common characteristics and differences are discussed in this section. 
The standards introduced in this section are the most popular ones which have been widely 
used in academic studies, as well as in industry. Through the comparison, the challenges of 
interconnection are brought up which led to the analysis of research interest and the proposal 
of the solution in the following discussion. 
2.1 IEEE 802.15.4 
IEEE 802.15.4[3] is certainly the most popular standard, widely used in sensor network 
implementations for physical layer and MAC layer. It is initialized and maintained by the IEEE 
802.15 working group for low-rate wireless personal area networks. 
IEEE 802.15.4 specifies fundamental lower layers by offering low-speed and low-cost 
communication between network devices. It is the basis of many popular WS&AN standards 
which focus on providing low-cost communication for ambient devices, such as Zigbee, 
6LowPAN, ISA100.11a, WirelessHART and MiWi specifications.  
2.1.1 Protocol stack of IEEE 802.15.4 
In an 802.15.4 based wireless network, over air compatibility between WS&ANs is 
conceptually regarded as simple. The OSI model is deployed in the definition of the network 
layers. As illustrated in Figure 1, the standard only defines lower layers, but it allows IEEE 
802.2 LLC the logical link control sublayer to communicate with upper layers. 
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Figure 1: IEEE 802.15.4 protocol architecture and its PHY layer[9] 
 
It can be seen in Figure 1, the data transmission service is delivered by physical layer, which 
also defines the interface to the management entity of the physical layer. Therefore, the 
management entity can use the interface to access every layer if necessary and maintain an 
information database on relevant ambient homogeneous networks. The physical layer (PHY) 
provides many functionalities including the RF transceiver management, energy 
management and communication channel selection.  
The following unlicensed frequency in Table 1 bands are used for its operation: 
Table 1: IEEE 802.15.4 frequency bands  
Frequency Band 
(MHz) 
Description 
868.0-868.6  Europe, one communication channel is allowed(2003, 2006) 
902-928 North America, up to 10 channels (2003), extended to 30 (2006) 
2400-2483.5 worldwide, up to 16 channels (2003, 2006) 
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2.2 Zigbee 
Zigbee is a specification for a suite of high-level communication protocols applying the IEEE 
802 standard for small radios personal area networks, which are low-cost, low-power, 
wireless mesh networks. Such features allow the technology to be widely applied in wireless 
control and monitoring applications. The low power-usage allows longer battery life. Mesh 
networking has high reliability and provides longer range. Zigbee builds upon the physical 
layer and medium access control defined in IEEE standard 802.15.4 (2003 version) for low-
rate WPANs. Zigbee chip vendors typically produce integrated radios and microcontrollers 
with between 60 KB and 256 KB flash memory.  
Zigbee can be widely implemented for various applications including wireless light switches, 
electrical meters with in-home-displays, as well as consumer and industrial equipment that 
requires a short-range wireless transfer of data at relatively low rates. Zigbee specified 
technology is intended to be less expensive and simpler than other WPANs, such as 
Bluetooth.  
Zigbee is targeted at radio-frequency (RF) applications that require a low data rate, long 
battery life, and secure networking. Zigbee has a defined rate of 250 kbps best suited for 
periodic or a single signal transmission or a single signal transmission from a sensor or input 
equipment. 
Zigbee works in the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio bands, which is 915 MHz in 
the USA and Australia, 868 MHz in Europe, and 2.4 GHz in many other jurisdictions. The 
data transmission rates range from 20 to 900 kb/sec. The Zigbee network layer natively 
supports both star and tree typical networks and generic mesh networks. One coordinator 
device must be appointed within every network. At the network level, trees and meshes allow 
the use of Zigbee routers to extend communication [17]. 
2.2.1.1 Zigbee protocol stack 
The protocol stack of Zigbee can be seen in Figure 2. Four principal components are added 
to complete the specification. These are the application layer, the network layer, Zigbee 
device objects (ZDOs) and manufacturer-defined application objects. These four components 
allow for customization and favour full integration. The introduction of ZDOs is the most 
significant improvement apart from adding two high-level network layers. These are 
responsible for several functions including keep of device roles, management of requests to 
join a network, device discovery and security. 
Zigbee is not for supporting power line networking but to interface with it at least for smart 
metering and smart appliance cases. Because Zigbee nodes can turn from sleep mode to 
active mode in 30 ms or less, the latency can be low and devices can be responsive, 
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particularly compared to Bluetooth wakeup delays, which are typically around three seconds. 
Because Zigbee nodes have low duty cycle, average power consumption can be low, 
resulting in longer battery life. 
 
Figure 2: Zigbee protocol stack architecture[5] 
The primary functions of the network layer are to enable the correct use of the MAC sublayer 
and to provide a usable interface to the application layer. Its capabilities and structure are 
those typically associated with network layers such as routing. 
The data entity generates and manages network layer data units layer and performs data 
routing. It can also handle configuration of new devices and establish new networks: which 
can determine whether a neighbouring device belongs to the network and discover new 
routers and neighbours. The presence of a receiver can be detected, which allows direct 
communication and MAC synchronisation. To find the destination device, it broadcasts a 
route request to all of its neighbours. The request is then further broadcasted to their 
neighbours until reaching a destination. When arriving at a destination, it sends its route reply 
through unicast transmission following the lowest cost path back to the source. When the 
source receives the reply, it updates its routing table for the destination address with the next 
hop in the path and the cost of the path. 
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The application layer is the effective interface of the Zigbee system to its end users. It is also 
the highest level layer defined by the specification. It comprises of most of the components 
included in the Zigbee specification.  Both ZDO and its management procedures, together 
with application objects defined by the manufacturer are considered part of this layer. 
2.2.1.2 IPv6 support in Zigbee 
As a compulsory part of future internet, IPv6 was not originally supported by Zigbee. 
Zigbee/802.15.4 was designed with the low power/low duty cycle requirements of wireless 
sensor networking in mind. Nevertheless, the IPv6 header alone is 40 bytes or almost 1/3 of 
the frame size. If TCP is also integrated too, then more overhead need to be considered. In 
Ethernet frames with a max frame size of 1580 bytes per frame can still transport larger 
amounts of data. It becomes one of the key challenges of integrating Zigbee and IP. 
To fully support IP, the Zigbee Alliance announced the launching of "Internet Solutions 
Initiative" to investigate solutions on integrating IP networking into Zigbee.  Figure 3 shows 
the scope that the task group in 2009 has been working on for IPv6 to work in Zigbee. The 
work group proposed an IP adaptation layer and an application layer to enable IPv6 with 
information of complete stack of application profiles, data exchange, binding operations, 
security protocols, and discovery to IP-networked hosts and embedded devices.  
 
Figure 3: Task scope for Zigbee IP stack 
2.3 6LowPAN 
The term '6LowPAN' stands for 'IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks'. 
6LowPAN is also the name of an IETF working group in the Internet standard area. The 
concept is originated to support the use of the Internet Protocol for small and low-power 
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devices, with limited processing capabilities. The concept was realised in the definition of 
encapsulation and header by the 6LowPAN working group to enable 6LowPAN sending and 
receiving IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4 based networks. IPv4 and IPv6 are supported for 
data delivery for wide-area networks, local-area networks, and metropolitan area networks 
such as the Internet. IEEE 802.15.4 types of equipment offer sensing communication-ability 
in the PAN wireless. The inherent natures of the two networks are not the same. The base 
specification developed by the 6LowPAN IETF group is RFC 4944. 
 
Figure 4: 6LowPAN protocol architecture [11] 
The overall 6LowPAN architecture is presented in Figure 4. A 6LowPAN is made up of a 
collection of 6LowPAN Nodes that use a shared IPv6 address prefix (the first 64 bits of an 
IPv6 address). It means that the IPv6 address of a 6LowPAN node remains the same 
regardless of where a node is in a 6LowPAN network. An ad hoc 6LowPAN network is not 
connected to the Internet, instead, it operates without an infrastructure. Notes in a simple 
6LowPAN are connected to outside IP network through Edge Router.  
Sensor nodes in a LowPAN may play as host or router. Throughout a network, their network 
layer interfaces share the same IPv6 prefix. These nodes register with a router though an 
important basic mechanism Neighbour Discovery (ND), which defines the interaction 
between hosts and routers. LowPAN Nodes are allowed to join multiple LowPANs which is 
called multi-homing. They are free to move between edge routers of a LowPAN and even 
different LowPANs. Each Node in a LowPAN has a unique IPv6 address. End-to-end 
communication between nodes in a LowPAN or multiple LowPANs is just as the 
communication between two normal IP peers. This enables large 6LowPAN infrastructures to 
be built, similar to a wireless local area network WLAN (WiFi) access point infrastructure. 
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For 6LowPANan infrastructure is not required for operation. It can also operate as an Ad hoc 
LowPAN. In this topology, one router needs to be configured to act as a simplified edge 
router, implementing two basic functionalities: handling 6LowPAN neighbour discovery and 
unique local unicast address (ULA) generation. From a LowPAN Node’s point of view, the 
network operates just like a simple LowPAN, except that the prefix advertised is an IPv6 local 
prefix rather than a global one, and there are no routes outside the LowPAN. 
2.4 WirelessHART 
 
Figure 5: WirelessHART protocol stack [18] 
WirelessHART [18] is a wireless sensor networking technology based on the Highway 
Addressable Remote Transducer protocol (HART). It is designed specifically for 
measurement, control, and asset management applications by providing a robust wireless 
connection. WirelessHART is defined as a multi-vendor, interoperable wireless standard for 
the requirements of process field device networks. Users can easily maintain compatibility of 
existing devices, systems and new HART devices through the WirelessHART technology.  
The protocol complies with IEEE 802.15.4 standard, operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. It 
utilises mesh architecture with time synchronisation, self-organising, and self-healing. 
2.5 Z-Wave 
As another low-cost wireless communications protocol for Internet of Things, Z-Wave is 
specifically designed for remote control applications of home automation.  The Z-Wave 
wireless protocol supports reliable, small data and low-latency communication by using a 
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low-power RF radio between home electronics devices and systems. It automates household 
appliances such as temperature control, lighting, security alarms. Z-Wave operates in the 
sub-gigahertz frequency range around 900 MHz, avoids 2.4 GHz band which is intensively 
used by Wi-Fi and other systems. 
The MAC layer controls the frequency medium. The data stream is Manchester coded and 
uses FSK modulation. To prevent nodes from transmitting when other nodes are transmitting, 
a standard collision-avoidance method is deployed in this layer.  The transmission may be 
delayed by a random number of milliseconds when the media is in use. 
The transfer of data between two nodes is controlled by the transfer layer. It includes check 
sum check, retransmission and acknowledgements. This layer contains four basic frame 
formats, which is unicast frame, transferring acknowledge frame, broadcast frame, multicast 
frame and broadcast frame. These four types of frames are specified in the frame header. 
When a frame is received successfully, an ACK frame is sent back to the source node. 
However, multicast and broadcast frames do not get ACK. Therefore these types of frames 
cannot be used for reliable communication. The solution is to send a unicast frame to every 
destination node after broadcast and multicast frame. 
There are two kinds of nodes in a typical Z-Wave network environment: controller node and 
slave node. They usually have a fixed position, both listening and participating in routing. The 
routing layer is responsible for routing and repeating a frame through a network. The routing 
layer of a controller device is also responsible for network topology scanning as well as 
routing table maintenance. The application layer is in charge of decoding and executing 
commands in a Z-Wave network. 
 
Figure 6: Z-Wave protocol stack 
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2.6 BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy)[7] 
As a wireless personal area network technology, Bluetooth was initially introduced in 2006. 
Bluetooth Special Interest Group updated it into 2.6 BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy), which is 
also known as Bluetooth Smart, targeting the market of healthcare, fitness, beacons, and 
home entertainment industries. Bluetooth Smart is designed to provide very low power 
consumption and cost communication protocol. Nowadays BLE is widely supported by iOS, 
Android, as well as MacOS and Linux.  
Comparing to most of the existing protocols, BLE is considerably simple to be used by 
developers and engineers, enabling connection with most mobile platforms. 
2.7 Comparison of existing protocol standards 
 
Table 2: WS&AN protocol standards 
Protocol 
standard 
Protocol stack 
and topology 
Working 
frequency and 
modulation 
application 
Working 
distance 
802.15.4 
Mesh (including star and 
P2P) 
ISM band; 
BPSK 
Providing PHY and MAC 
layers for low rate wireless 
PAN services 
Up to 
300m 
Zigbee 
802.15.4 Mac + Zigbee 
stack; 
Star, peer-to-peer, and 
cluster tree 
ISM band; 
BPSK (868 and 915 
MHz) 
O-QPSK (2.4 GHz) 
Home Automation, Smart 
Energy, Telecommunication 
Services, Health Care 
10-75 
metres, up 
to 1.5 km 
6LowPAN 
802.15.4 Mac + 
6LowPAN stack; 
Star and mesh 
ISM band; 
OOK and ASK 
Internet of Things (with IPv6 
supported) 
50-120 
metres 
WirelessHART 
802.15.4 Mac + HART 
user layer; 
Mesh 
2.4G ISM band; 
O-QPSK 
Field device (remote 
metering) networking 
35-75 
metres 
Z-Wave 
 
ITU-T G.9959 
Mesh 
908.42 MHz 
(United States); 
868.42 MHz 
(Europe) 
GFSK 
home automation, remote 
control for home electronics 
devices and systems; low-
bandwidth data flow 
100 yards 
BLE (Wibree) 
Bluetooth 4.0 (802.15.1) 
Star 
2.4-2.5 GHz 
GFSK/DQPSK 
devices in the healthcare, 
fitness, security and home 
entertainment industries 
50 metres 
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2.7.1.1 6LowPAN vs. Zigbee 
As arguably two most popular standards for WS&AN, 6LowPAN and Zigbee have claimed 
their novelty in different applications. When 6LowPAN was drafted, it received many 
compliments for its first IPv6 support on embedded nano-devices. The Internet is the most 
successful, massive and innovative network that has ever been created.  Services such as 
M2M, large-scale enterprise automation, metering systems require end-to-end addressing, 
security, mobility, traffic multiplexing, reusability and maintainability. These are what IPv6 was 
designed for. While Internet was moving for IPv4 to IPv6, 6LowPAN could be naturally 
equalised to the Internet for PAN applications. 
In 2008, the Zigbee Alliance announced the launching of "Internet Solutions Initiative" to 
investigate solutions of integrating IP networking into Zigbee. Along with Zigbee Smart 
Energy V2.0, IP has been officially supported in Zigbee. Besides, Zigbee Alliance was 
gradually catching up the steps toward IP enabling. Zigbee's advantages are demonstrated in 
two large markets: Zigbee enabled meter and a Zigbee/RF4CE remote control. However, 
Zigbee Alliance proposed an upper layer of Application Profile instead of a network layer to 
enable IP based applications. Many people still do not consider it as a complete solution 
compared to 6LowPAN. After all, 6LowPAN based applications can use TCP (or UDP)/IP 
directly as the communications mechanism. Of course, the conclusion of 6LowPAN being 
better than Zigbee is not meant to be drawn Without comparing features such as efficiency, 
speed, energy consumption and complexity, it cannot be concluded that 6LowPAN is better 
than Zigbee. Nevertheless, using TCP/IP in its native way is significant, because it is widely 
accepted and used on a daily basis through a large number of existing infrastructure, 
developers, software and standards. 
Although 6LowPAN looks promising, due to some technical issues it has not earned a big 
market share except in academic research. One of the key problems is that there is not 
sufficient specification for device interoperability of each wireless sensor node. The Zigbee 
Alliance overly focused on equipment interoperability for the nodes and defined standard 
device profiles that behave in well-documented approaches. It means that one node can 
discover the services another node provides, and access those services in a standardised 
way.  
Therefore, with the acknowledgment that Zigbee has the device interoperability specification, 
testing infrastructure in place, large markets, and 6LowPAN has access to a huge amount of 
infrastructure, a large pool of protocol developer geeks, IPv6 enabled which is significant for 
communications all over the world, if they can settle their differences and work together, the 
"Internet of Things" can finally be realized. 
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2.7.1.2 Zigbee vs. Bluetooth 
Zigbee appears to be similar to Bluetooth. However, it is simpler with a lower data rate, and 
most of the time it in a snoozing state. Such characteristic indicates that a node on a Zigbee 
network can run from six months to two years on batteries. Without a power amplifier, the 
operational range of Zigbee is 10-75m compared to 10m for Bluetooth. When comparing on 
data rate, Zigbee is lower than Bluetooth. The data rate of Bluetooth is 1Mbps. Whereas 
Zigbee is 250kbps at 2.4GHz, 40kbps at 915MHz and 20kbps at 868MHz. Zigbee uses a 
basic master-slave configuration suited to static star networks of many infrequently used 
devices that communicate through small data packets. Up to 254 nodes are permitted. 
Bluetooth’s protocol is more complex than Zigbee, because it is designed to deal with 
images, voice and file transfers in ad hoc networks. While in a smaller non-synchronized 
network (PicoNets) environment of Bluetooth devices, only up to 8 slave nodes can be 
supported. When a Zigbee node wakes up from inactive status, it takes around 15 msec to 
start receiving packets whereas a Bluetooth device would take around 3sec to be activated 
for responding.  
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Chapter 3 :  Background of interconnection between 
heterogeneous WS&ANs and research interest 
At the end of Chapter 2, the limitations and challenges of the current approaches for 
interconnection of heterogeneous WS&ANs are briefly discussed. Through the analysis in 
this next section, the research issues will be clearly identified. 
3.1 The challenge of existing solutions 
Compatibility of WS&ANs is significantly important make WS&ANs able to use resources 
from cross-network nodes and to provide advanced services. However, the diversity of 
platforms and standards, which is shown in Table 3, presents bigger heterogeneity and 
makes interconnection of WS&ANs even harder. 
Table 3: Popular WS&AN platforms 
 
Although some solutions are discussed in previous sections, existing techniques cannot 
provide ideal solutions in many circumstances, which are discussed in the following two 
examples. 
3.1.1 A static monitoring system   
Figure 7 shows an example of a WS&AN application. When the data collected from the 
nodes indicate there is rock rolling down or animal running onto the road, an emergency 
signal will be given as a caution to passing by vehicles. In this case, the rock monitoring 
nodes and animal monitoring nodes may typically form their subnet respectively with data 
sink nodes or gateway node. Data is aggregated and transmitted to a background system to 
process. 
Middleware and Gateway approaches can be applied here to interconnect subnets as each 
subnet can use a different type of sensor nodes and protocols. However, when these nodes 
are changed or upgraded, considerable work has to be done to keep them interconnect. 
Deploying large scale nodes often requires maintenance work as an individual node can be 
Wireless Sensor Network 
Operating systems Contiki, ERIKA Enterprise, Nano-RK, SOS, TinyOS, LiteOS,NanoQplus 
Industry standards ANT, 6LowPAN, DASH7, ONE-NET, Zigbee, Z-Wave, Bluetooth low 
energy, WirelessHART, 802.15.4 
Programming languages C , LabVIEW,nesC, Java 
Hardware EcoWizard, FLEX Mini, MICAz, Iris Mote, NeoMote, Sun SPOT 
Software TinyDB, TOSSIM, NS-2, Cooja,LinuxMCE 
Applications  Key distribution, Location estimation, Sensor Web, Telemetry 
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damaged or not function well due to many reasons. Given the limitation discussed at the end 
of 3.4.6, it is strictly required that the newly deployed nodes have to be of the same type 
running the same protocol as the other ‘colleagues’ in the field.  
This limitation may cause several problems: 
a) Extra cost – cheaper devices cannot be considered due to the heterogeneity 
b) Performance degradation – if the node is no longer supplied in the market, the system 
has to run with less ‘labours’ in the field 
c) Rising complexity for upgrading 
 
Figure 7: Road safety - rock sliding and animal crossing monitoring system [41] 
 
Additionally, if there is interruption or break down happens to a virtual network, the whole 
system cannot deliver any service in spite of well-functioning lower layer networks.   
3.1.2 A mobile WS&AN in a multi standard WS&AN environment 
Figure 8 illustrates a typical scenario: a WS&AN user with an ESN (Environment Sensor 
Network) based on Zigbee deployed in his office and a 6LowPAN based ESN home 
environment. The user’s BSN would need to talk to the ESN in office and the ESN in home 
respectively when he/she is in the respective location. The BSN has to use different protocol 
stack to communicate via Zigbee and 6LowPAN, which requires a different configuration of its 
protocol stack. In future WS&AN scenarios, service requirement when networks with mobility 
physically co-locate will be the most common situation [63][64]. 
On top of the heterogeneity, mobility makes interconnection issue much more challenging 
than it was in a legacy network.  
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Figure 8: User and heterogeneous network environment 
There are two concerns raised for this scenario: 
a) Is it essential for these ambient networks to interconnect through a virtual overlay 
network since they physically reach each other already? Will this cause more end-to-
end delay and extra network resource consumption? 
b) If the connectivity provided by a virtual sensor network is not robust or stable enough, 
does it mean all services relying on interconnection become unavailable? 
3.2 Research interest 
Some limitation and challenges can be seen from the above scenarios. When an alternative 
solution is considered, the following requirement should be fulfilled: 
a) It should resolve interconnection issue brought by network heterogeneity 
b) It should provide solution for heterogeneous issue between two devices 
c) It does not go into the path of legacy methods, like middleware and gateway 
d) It should provide continuity of service provision between networks without fully relying 
on well-functioning of internet environment 
e) It enables services between mobile heterogeneous WS&ANs by handling dynamic 
protocol standards 
Therefore, the solution that this research is looking for is working under overlay network 
layer. In order to support interconnection between heterogeneous networks/nodes, a cross 
layer protocol stack should be able to operate directly, including tracking, accessing and 
adjusting, which means apply a change in lower layer communication entities to realise 
interconnection. On the other hand, the solution should not interfere the existing 
communication process as a middleware or gateway. 
ZigBee 6LowPan
Wibree
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As the result of above discussion, the idea proposed in this thesis is software reconfiguration 
on communication protocols. Software reconfiguration is a complicated technical issue. In the 
next section, the concept of software reconfiguration and some embedded systems with 
software reconfigurability concept will be investigated, which contributes to the design of the 
solution. 
3.3 Background of Interconnection for WS&AN 
The Internet of Things (IoT)[13] is often mentioned as an important concept of future network 
[14][16], where WS&AN plays a fundamental part regarding data collection, data sharing, 
data integration, and so on. Therefore network interconnection between WS&ANs becomes a 
principle topic, as well as a challenging problem. In the next section, an overview of the 
current situation will be given: the various existing standards bring significant obstacle for 
WS&ANs to achieve the expected interconnection. Various definitions on MAC layer and 
Network layer, which applied for a different need of applications, make WS&ANs often 
struggle with problems such as detection of ambient WS&ANs, packet interpretation by using 
conventional protocols. 
3.3.1 The importance and challenges for interconnections 
In telecommunications, the interconnection means the physical linking of a carrier's network 
with equipment or facilities not belonging to that network. A range of physical and logical 
interfaces required to complete an operation across networks. 
For the potentially widely deployed WS&ANs with high mobility, interconnection is significant 
for the following aspects in various situations: 
 Data sharing (e.g. driving along a street and getting availability of seats and favourite 
food of the restaurant passing by) 
 Co-routing (e.g. co-located WS&ANs use network resource mutually to relay data) 
 Co-sensing (e.g. a manager of a shopping mall is aware of the comfortableness of the 
shopping environment by analysing the statistics of the co-sensing data: light, 
crowdedness, the temperature of the shopping mall and staying duration, heart 
beating, blood pressure, moving speed of customers. By referring to the data, the 
manager can invoke some services to improve the situation.) 
 
Apparently, single embedded device or a small scale PAN is not supposed to complete 
intelligent tasks, as illustrated above, which is commonly expected for WS&ANs. The reason 
that these tasks can be only achieved by WS&ANs is that there can be enormous WS&ANs 
working together and acting as different roles, such as data collection, data integration, 
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computing, data transmission, reasoning, network management, resource identification, 
resource management, etc. These tasks usually require WS&ANs maintain interconnections 
with one another, and this makes interconnection the key factor for WS&ANs to fulfil their 
functions. The key point to build an interconnection between networks is that they can 
‘understand’ each other, which always refer to protocols. It does not mean the communication 
peers have to use same protocols all the time, although this is the ideal situation. Sometimes 
the communication peers use heterogeneous protocols with a gateway in between to work as 
an ‘interpreter’, without which interconnection is impossible. Gateway is also the most 
common solution for interconnection issue in legacy networks. Once a gateway is deployed, 
it enables communication between two different protocols by its pre-defined protocol 
handlers.  
Some current research for interconnection between WS&ANs suggests nodes to use a 
unified framework on specific layer rather than use gateway. This is based on an assumption 
that WS&ANs can interconnect at a network level so that high-level protocols or data 
frameworks focus on supporting services at the application level, not interconnection itself. 
Researches on syntactic interconnection [18][20] lead the way to unify data structure and 
data logic so that data stream can be composed and decompose in a standard way by any 
node for data relay, data aggregation. Researches on semantic interconnection attempt to 
define consistent value meanings for each component of a data packet [23][24],  which 
makes WS&ANs understand one another when they have interoperation for co-sensing and 
high-level services.  
3.4 Current solutions for interconnection between heterogeneous 
WS&ANs 
As discussed previously, most of the recent researches about heterogeneous WS&AN 
interconnection solutions focus on two methods: unified middleware and protocol gateway. In 
this section, some recent achievements of these two aspects are explored.  
3.4.1 Middleware 
Middleware is usually a mediator sitting between two or more incompatible entities to enable 
and enhance their functions and communications. It allows peers to interwork without 
adaptation. 
Network middleware usually creates a communications layer, in between standard OSI 
network layers, enabling applications to interact across different environments, for instance, 
different protocol stacks. Middleware helps developers to create networked platform 
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independent applications by providing functions, such as Client/Server Connectivity, Platform 
Transparency, Application Interface (APIs). 
3.4.1.1 GSN 
GSN [25] is a software middleware designed to facilitate the deployment and programming of 
sensor networks. It runs on a Java environment with one or more computers having live data 
fed by a set of wrappers. The system is built upon a concept of sensors that are connected to 
construct the required processing path. Data stream is routed to an averaging node and the 
output of this node could be split and sent to multiple devices and terminals such as a 
database for recording and a web site for displaying in real time. All of this could be done by 
editing only a few XML files to connect the various motes together.  
GSN is developed based on the observation that most of the logical requirements of the 
applications developed for sensor networks are similar. Having each sensor network 
deployment using its own custom software not only increases the costs and times of 
deployment and development (reinventing the wheel for each application), but also makes it 
difficult to integrate sensor networks together for the sake of task collaboration and resource 
sharing. 
3.4.1.2 Semantic Middleware 
The research of “Semantics-based Middleware” [26] for heterogeneous Sensor Networks 
describes a semantics-based approach to automatically construct applications that utilize 
data from heterogeneous sensors and sensor networks. A semantic model is proposed in this 
research to formally describe desired results, data sources and Processing Elements (PEs). 
Given an inquiry, a planner can automatically compose relevant PEs and data sources to 
form applications.  
In many circumstances, applications require the use of heterogeneous data sources (sensors 
and sensor networks) in an integrated manner. They use interconnected software modules 
PEs, which take data of particular content and format and perform various operations, from 
simple filtration to sophisticated analysis. Finally, they produce the highly summarized results 
needed by users. The Semantics-based Middleware is based on the use of the ontology, a 
formal method for describing the terms and relations relevant to a certain domain of interest. 
The ontology is described in OWL[27], a standard representation language in the Semantic 
Web. Descriptions of data sources, PEs and users’ queries use the terms and relations 
defined in the OWL ontology. Data sources are described by the semantics of standard data 
objects they produce; PEs are described by the semantics of data objects they consume and 
produce; queries express the semantics of results users desire. An AI planning algorithm, 
enhanced to utilize semantic descriptions, automatically composes appropriate data sources 
and PEs together as applications that answer users’ queries. 
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The research contributed a prototype and demonstrated its ability to flexibly construct 
applications in different domains and manage semantically rich and diverse sensors and 
sensor networks. The semantic model helps in describing the various formats and meanings 
of sensor data sources, and the nature of possibly complex processing needed by 
applications. It also separates processing functions from the query model. New features can 
be added by enriching the ontology with semantic descriptions of PEs; neither the query 
model nor the planner is affected.  
3.4.2 Protocol gateway 
Gateway is one of the most common ways to tackle interconnection issue between 
heterogeneous networks. A gateway solution always requires sensor network protocols to be 
specifically designed for the architecture, which lacks the flexibility to adapt to a real WS&AN 
environment. Considering the importance of IPv6, there are quite a few research investigated 
approaches of internetworking between IPv6 enabled network and Zigbee based sensor 
network [29][30][31].Some research [29] Specifically discussed the interconnection issues 
between 6LowPAN and Zigbee networks. As a result, these researches addressed some 
main challenges that had not been solved, as well as brought up gateway proposals. The 
main difficulties are listed hereafter: 
 Header compressions in 6LowPAN cannot be applied to Zigbee nodes; 
 Service discovery is implemented on different layers; 
 Certain functions of 802.15.4 MAC have been tailored by 6LowPAN for a more 
efficient usage, for example, like association/disassociation, beacon, and beaconless 
mode. 
 The type definition for Zigbee device is unknown to 6LowPAN. 
 6LowPAN includes the traditional TCP/IP stack architecture. Thus IPv6 stack is the 
transport layer beneath. In the case of Zigbee, IPv6 will be one of the profiles of 
Zigbee. 
 Zigbee has its own optimized security algorithm and that does not work on 6LowPAN 
nodes. 
Therefore a gateway between Zigbee and 6LowPAN networks has to integrate full 
functionalities through all layers on both sides, which is possible but very costly. And this 
works only when both the following assumptions are satisfied: the protocols used in two 
networks are either Zigbee or 6LowPAN without any other option; either of the networks has 
a “super-node” equipping with full functionalities of the two standards.  
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3.4.3 Network Function Virtualization 
As a new concept, Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) [32]has been well discussed in the 
recent years to solve the problem between network heterogeneity and tremendous cross-
network service provision requests in telecommunication networks. 
The fast growth makes a variety of hardware appliances increasing in telecoms networks. 
These appliances can sometimes have dependency or incompatibility over each other. 
Launching a new network service becomes no longer straight forward. It often requires either 
system updates, or extra devices to enable the service. Additionally, given the complexity of 
integrating and deploying these appliances in a network, finding the space and power to 
accommodate these devices is becoming increasingly challenging. People eventually realise 
that hardware-based appliances are reaching the limitation: hardware life cycles are 
becoming shorter as innovation accelerates, reducing the return on investment of deploying 
new services and constraining innovation in an increasingly network-centric world. Network 
Functions Virtualisation (NFV)[31]was then brought up in such circumstance.  
NFV is taking the software defined networking (SDN) concept of the virtualization movement 
and adapting it to benefit the telecommunications application infrastructure. NFV aims to 
address the above problems by consolidating network equipment types onto general industry 
standard high volume servers and storage with standard IT virtualization. Network functions 
are implemented in software that can run on a range of industry standard server hardware. 
With this approach, these network functions can be deployed, updated and relocated in the 
network as needed, without having to install new equipment. This technology benefits to 
network operators and their customers significantly in the following aspects: 
 Reduced time-to-market to deploy new network services  
 Reduced operator CAPEX (Capital Expenditure) and OPEX (Operational 
Expenditure) through reduced equipment costs and reduced power consumption  
 More flexible to scale up or down and upgrade services 
 More open to pure software entrants and the virtual appliance market 
 More able to trial and deploy new innovative services at lower risk 
 Improved return on investment from new services  
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Figure 9: NFV vision through COTS hardware and Cloud delivering software [32] 
*Note: COTS – “Commercial off-the-shelf” 
 
NFV can be utilised for virtualizing and decoupling carrier network functions from traditional 
network elements and distributing them across the network with low cost by using a 
standard, agile infrastructure platform. NFV technology can bring significant benefits to a 
carrier network made up of a heterogeneous hardware platform because network functions 
can be consolidated to run on VMs executed on common hardware platforms. This approach 
can also enable heterogeneous network accessibility. With common high-performance 
platforms and NFV technologies, new network functions can be easily deployed on needs 
and requests. This ideally includes new protocol handling functions as well. It makes the 
network access points highly adaptive to the diversity of various devices, but also requires 
access points to be very powerful. 
NFV was initially driven by network operators to apply virtualization to telecom networks, to 
lower end-to-end network expenditures. Various network equipment types can be 
consolidated into common-standard storage or servers to increase efficiency and flexibility. 
When applying NFV technologies for interconnection between heterogeneous networks, the 
access points are running as super gateways with high adaptation capability and resources. 
Therefore, NFV’s potential on interconnectivity is not suitable for resource constrained 
device, such as appliances used in wireless sensor networks. 
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3.4.4 Development of sensor network virtualization 
Previously applications used in sensor networks were considered to be rather specific. The 
communication protocols of sensor networks were straightforward and simple. Some 
researchers do not agree on the use of the compatible internetworking protocol architecture 
in WSNs. There were different reasons behind that such as the resource constraints for 
layered architecture, the problems of configuring large number of devices, and the essence 
of sensor nodes’ distinct identity [33]. However, with the development of the Internet of 
Things this demand is going to be blurred. Presently a small sensor node can hold a 
compatible TCP/IP protocol stack, and this opened the door for further research into 
advanced and distributed applications in sensor networks [34]. 
Due to the attention is drawn to network virtualization research and fast development of 
Internet of Things, more research has been conducted for the concept of virtualization of a 
sensor network. By virtualization on sensor networks (VSN), the functionalities of wireless 
sensor network can be separated into physical infrastructure management, and resource 
aggregation and service provision. 
3.4.4.1 Overlay Network 
An overlay network [35] is a network built on top of another network to provide specific 
functions while also utilise network function of underneath network. Some distributed 
systems are typically overlay networks such as peer-to-peer networks, VPN and cloud 
computing, as they all operate on the Internet. Likewise, a sensor network can also be an 
overlay network if it is running on a virtual topology based on the physical network. Nodes in 
an overlay network correspond to paths in the underlying network, and they are connected 
through virtual links.  Despite the existence of various implementations at lower layers of the 
network stack, overlays are commonly deployed in the application layer.  
Recently, the concept of sensor virtualization has also attracted a great deal of attention from 
industry and academia [36]. Virtualization of sensor network (VSN) can be described as two 
separate functions for the traditional WSNs service provider.  These are sensor infrastructure 
provider (SInP) and sensor virtualization network service provider (SVNSP). Since most of 
the sensor nodes remain idle for the maximum periods of its lifetime, VSN is one of the best 
ways to utilise the physical sensor node resources efficiently. VSN can provide a platform 
upon which novel sensor network architectures can be built, experimented, and evaluated 
[38]. This type of VSN environment can be provided from the coexisting heterogeneous 
WSNs architectures. Sensor virtualization is becoming increasingly important. VSN can offer 
green technology solutions, as well as being cost efficient to the design of smart homes and 
cities.  
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The following advantages can be contributed by sensor network virtualization: 
a) Enable Physical Network sharing in spite of their heterogeneity 
b) Reduce Cost and Complexity for service integration 
c) Increase the portability of the network infrastructure 
d) Facilitate service management 
e) Enhance network flexibility and scalability 
f) Simplified the network architecture design 
3.4.5 Relevant work in sensor network virtualization 
In the past, the focus of research has been on the different aspects of sensor networks, for 
example, energy efficiency, architecture, routing, security, reliable transmission and data 
aggregation. However, recently a large number of related research articles have been 
published in the field of virtualization of sensor networks [42][43][44][45][46]. Among the 
related research, most of them have two approaches. A few researchers have focused on 
gateway based VSN concepts. In VIP Bridge-based ubiquitous sensor networks [47][48]the 
authors have proposed an approach of using bridged to integrate several different sensor 
networks into one virtual sensor network. Gateway based sensor-grid applications are also 
discussed in[50][51][52]. Other researchers have focused on developing middleware based 
virtual machines. In [69] the authors proposed a lightweight virtual machine for a Sensor 
Network called Maté. The system code is split into small capsules of 24 byte-long 
instructions. Maté is implemented on the top of TinyOS [71]. In [54] every application on a 
sensing device operates inside a sandbox environment where access to hardware resources 
is only available through the Virtualization Runtime. However, in [53] the author proposed 
virtualization in sensor nodes that have focused on fully virtualizing the host operating 
system. Instead in [54], author allows the applications to run as native processes in a 
controlled environment. 
As described above, network virtualization has gradually become a popular topic among the 
wireless sensor network research community. The flowing technologies are the most recent 
virtualization research related to wireless sensor networks.  
3.4.5.1 Virtual Sensor Networks (VSNs)[41][55] 
A project is carried out by Computer Network research laboratory by Colorado State 
University [55]. The team has simulated a top-down clustering scheme, cluster tree based 
routing schemes, VSN based sub surface chemical plume monitoring system and VSN self-
organization scheme on top of the cluster tree. Currently, the project team members are 
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working on random routing, virtual coordinates, and VSN support functions [56][57]. Virtual 
Sensor Network comprises of Wireless Sensor Networks that collaborating with one another 
for better resource efficiency and multiple purposes. 
The main purpose of Virtual Sensor Networks is for resource sharing and data collaboration. 
Collaborative sensors use logical connectivity to establish a Virtual Sensor Network. Based 
on sensor note functionalities and tasks, they can be grouped into different VSNs. Virtual 
Sensor Networks provide protocol support against network heterogeneity of a subset of 
sensors to enable collaboration for specific tasks. Hence, sensor nodes achieve application 
objectives in a more resource-efficient way. 
3.4.5.2 SensorPlanet 
SensorPlanet [58] is a project initiated by Nokia. It is a global research framework for mobile 
large-scale wireless sensor networks. The project contributes a test platform that allows 
sensor data collections on the largest scale, as well as a central repository for sharing the 
collected sensor data for research purposes. The framework facilitates the participating 
universities to develop their applications in the following areas: 
 urban and participatory sensing 
 traffic and environment monitoring  
 wellness and navigation  
 data collection and sharing for research on data analysis and mining, data 
visualization, machine learning 
The research framework aims to establish an open source community around Wireless 
Sensor Networks to strengthen mobile Wireless Sensor Network research, and furtherly 
produce a forum for research publishing. The framework accelerates the innovation in 
WS&AN application and creates an ecosystem for industry and academia collaboration. 
3.4.5.3 SensEye 
SensEye is a VSN related project that deals with multi-tier, multi-modal camera sensor 
network [59][60][61]. This project proposed a multi-tier camera sensor network comprising of 
camera nodes with microcontrollers, radio modules, on-board RAM and flash memory. Nodes 
within a tier are homogeneous and different tiers can be heterogeneous. Applications in 
SensEye are designed carefully to fulfil their tasks at lowest resource consumption in one 
tier. When multiple tiers are involved, application design becomes more complex as 
developers have to map various tasks carefully to corresponding tiers and establish various 
interactions between tasks. Meantime, the selected tiers for certain tasks should be as low as 
possible to achieve maximum application lifetime.  
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3.4.6 Summary 
Researching on the interconnection issue between heterogeneous WS&ANs has shown 
various possible approaches. As discussed in previous sections, the concepts of middleware 
and gateway are inherited from legacy network technologies. Both of them have obvious 
limitations when applied in WS&AN environment. In legacy networks, either the networks that 
require interconnecting are designed to be homogeneous on purpose, or the protocols used 
on both sides of their network interface are foreknown in which case dynamic adaptation is 
not needed. Thus, the interconnection issue did not bring much trouble to the legacy 
networks, though there are quite a few heterogeneous protocols practically in use. However, 
the circumstance is very different in WS&ANs. Firstly, WS&AN is supposed to collect context 
data of the target where it is deployed, such as body and object (e.g. vehicles, cargoes, 
products) which can be highly mobile. Interconnection becomes much more challenging 
considering the diversity of existing standards. 
Most ‘Middleware’ approach aims to the ‘narrow waist’ [62] pattern. That means a successful 
middleware (at a network and upper layers) is expected to be adopted by all platforms. These 
platforms use the unified data frame structure that provided by the middleware to 
communicate with each other. Table 3 shows the increasing diversity of the standards for 
diverse application requirements, which brings severe limitation for the ‘Gateway’ approach. 
Considering high mobility of mobile WS&ANs, It is infeasible to predict the protocols that are 
used for sensor networks which may dynamically connect to the gateway interface. Assigning 
a gateway for certain protocol standards in a heterogeneous WS&ANs environment can only 
base on the following criteria. Firstly, the statistical probability of how likely these protocols 
are used by co-located WS&ANs; secondly, taking the gateway role brings enormous 
workload to a resource constrained device, which a node in a WS&AN usually is, regarding 
frame packing, unpacking, and data transmission. These significantly reduce the durability of 
device’s energy. Although gateway is still one of the ways for interconnection issues in 
WS&ANs, the contribution is greatly limited comparing to what in legacy networks. 
3.5 Software Reconfigurability in Wireless Sensor Networks and 
related work   
Wireless sensor networks can be considered as distributed data collection and computing 
environments with reasonable autonomous abilities but also with constraints in CPU speed, 
memory size, power, and bandwidth. Individual nodes in the sensor network are typically 
unreliable, and the network topology may change dynamically. To maintain a stable interface 
to access, or to be accessed by, other networks that potentially need collaboration with it; 
certain degree of reconfigurability is required, even on the protocol stack to avoid protocol 
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incompatibility and ensure the seamless interoperation between nodes as well as between 
WS&ANs. 
The approaches and the corresponding cost-performance relationship is described in [66] 
and depicted in Figure 10. Considering this relationship with regards to protocol stack 
reconfigurability, adjusting a protocol handler’s behaviour by parameter tuning would be the 
most efficient and lowest cost approach. However, in this case, a protocol handler’s 
behaviour cannot be changed, and the adaptation is limited within the range of existing 
optional protocol components of the protocol stack.  On the other hand, substitution of the 
entire image of a protocol stack can change the behaviour and capability of the stack 
thoroughly. However, it is a highly costly way in terms of time, network traffic and energy 
efficiency [67].  
 
 
Figure 10: Reconfiguration approaches in cost-performance space 
In the following paragraphs, research studies and several approaches on software 
reconfigurability are introduced. 
3.5.1 TinyCubus 
TinyCubus is a flexible and adaptive framework for sensor networks [68]. Heterogeneous 
hardware and applications make it very hard for a sensor network to adapt to various 
situations and roles. TinyCubus is designed as a cross-layer data-shared network framework 
providing the best selection of a component set according to current system parameters. It is 
regarded as the only application running on top of the TinyOS system to cope with the 
complexity of the system.  All other applications register their requirements and components 
with TinyCubus and are executed by the framework. As shown in Figure 11, it contains three 
main components:  Data Management Component that selects and adapts both system and 
data management components, Cross-layer Framework that enables optimisations through 
cross-layer interactions and a Configuration Engine that installs components dynamically. 
The structure enables this system to configure sensor nodes with various software 
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components as different roles at initialization phase, adapt application behaviour to 
environmental change by updating component parameters and reconfigure through role-
specification and role-assignment by Topology Manager. State Repository is located in 
Cross-layer Framework which acts as a mediator between components. Cross-layer data 
needed or provided by components can be specified here. Therefore, data exchange 
between components can be achieved by accessing this repository, without losing 
modularity. 
 
Figure 11: The architecture of TinyCubus[68] 
3.5.2 Máte 
Máte[69] is another well-known model for a tiny virtual machine for sensor networks. 
Considering the difficult trade-off between minor application adjustments and uploading entire 
programs for sensor network programming, Máte runs as a virtual machine which allows run-
time loading programs by combining program components through instructions and provides 
excellent flexibility and low cost. As shown in Figure 12, Máte is designed to create a Virtual 
Machine on top of TinyOS as a byte code interpreter. Most basic applications of WS&ANs are 
composed of a common or similar set of functionalities and services by various combinations.  
Máte provides an environment to encapsulating functional code components into specific 
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applications. Each code component has unique identification and version information. 
Applications are created by a combination of a set of components via instructions, which is 
also a TinyOS component on top of several system components. There are 24 single byte 
instructions to represent code capsules and they can also be grouped to form more complex 
applications. Máte contains an operand stack and a return address stack.  It provides a built-
in ad-hoc routing algorithm and also allows developers to create new ones. 
 
Figure 12: Máte Architecture and Execution Model[69] 
Mate implements asynchrony mechanism of TinyOS programming. When an instruction is 
issued, Mate suspends the context until the current operation is completed, at which point it 
resumes execution. By doing this, Mate does not need to manage message buffers since the 
capsule will wait and resume only when the network component finishes its process on the 
buffer. Comparing to application level programming in asynchronous models which deal with 
event notifications, programming in this synchronous model is much easier and less chance 
of coding bugs. However, the mechanism brings disadvantage in concurrency with potential 
latency. 
3.5.3 Active Sensor Network 
Active Sensor Network [70][71] is an architecture for implementing a programming model’s 
underlying runtime. This approach, as shown in Figure 13, this approach is an innovation of 
Máte virtual machine (a tiny bytecode interpreter) with generalising its simple VM into an 
architecture for building application specific virtual machines (ASVMs). It improves some 
limitations on Mate to supporting higher level programming and allows customisation on both 
the configuration parameters and triggerable events. ASVM supports dynamic 
reprogramming by using lightweight scripting to a network. 
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Figure 13: ASVM architecture[70] 
ASVM is running on TinyOS consisting of two classes of components: template and 
extensions. The template is included by every ASVM as essential components, and the 
extensions are a set of specific components that define applications in a particular ASVM. 
The template includes a scheduler, concurrency manager, and capsule store. The scheduler 
arranges bytecode execution by running thread. It takes bytecodes in sequence from the 
capsule store and dispatching them through nesC interface to the corresponding operation 
entities. Additionally, the scheduler also supports the dynamic program by maintaining a 
mapping table of function identifiers to functions. Similar to the synchronous model in Máte, 
ASVM supports implicit synchronisation based operations managed by its concurrency 
manager, which takes the registration of operation components. simple broadcast 
mechanism of the capsule store in Máte is upgraded into code propagation via three network 
trickles: Capsule status packets, Capsule fragments, and Version packets. 
3.5.4 SOS 
SOS - A Dynamic Operating System for Sensor Nodes [80] is motivated by the value of 
maintaining modularity through application development and into system deployment, and of 
creating higher-level kernel interfaces that support general-purpose operating system 
semantics. 
TinyOS, the state-of-the-art sensor operating system written in NesC, tends to prioritize 
embedded system constraints over general-purpose OS functionality. It consists of a rich 
collection of software components that are not divided into “kernel” and “user” modes, and 
there is no memory protection and code updates become more expensive, since a whole 
system image must be distributed. 
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The structure of SOS is developed into an embedded OS for sensor network without 
significant energy or performance sacrifices. It consists of a common kernel and dynamic 
application modules, which can be loaded or unloaded at run time. Like TinyOS, SOS is an 
event driven system through messages, which are processed by message handlers. Modules 
send messages and communicate with the kernel via a system jump table, but can also 
register function entry points for other modules to call. Messages are delivered following the 
scheduler and calls to functions are registered by the module for external use. Message 
handling in modules is implemented using a module specific handler function, which can be 
seen in Figure 14. The handler function takes as parameters the message being delivered 
and the state of the module. All module message handlers should implement handler 
functions for the init and final messages produced by the kernel during module insertion and 
removal respectively. 
 
Figure 14: Module intersection of SOS system [80] 
Module insertion is initiated by a distribution protocol listening for advertisements of new 
modules in the network. If there is new module ready to be installed, a linker script is used to 
place the handler function for a module at a known offset in the binary during compilation, 
allowing easy linking during module insertion. Finally the SOS kernel invokes the handler of 
the module by scheduling an ‘init’ message for the module. On the other hand, module 
removal is initiated by the kernel dispatching a final message. This message provides a 
module a final opportunity to gracefully release any resources it is holding and inform 
dependent modules of its removal. Additionally, unlike TinyOS using a FIFO message queue, 
SOS implements message queuing with priority instead. 
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3.5.5 Multi-level Software Reconfiguration 
Multi-level Software Reconfiguration for Sensor Networks [66] discussed integration of re-
configuration methods on respective layers into a multi-level solution to support flexible 
software re-configuration of sensor network while current researches on sensor network 
reconfiguration focus on a fixed point to make a trade-off in flexibility and software updating 
cost, which restrict the applicability of the system to a few scenarios. 
The architecture consists of SOS kernel [80] that allows upgrades to the system by 
dynamically linking binary modules at run-time. On top of SOS, scriptable modules can 
expose their configurable parameters to the virtual machine through a published interface. 
Thus, the scripts provide a very concise and flexible way to reconfigure module parameters 
according to the operating environment. Parameter tuning provides least system flexibility but 
least updating cost as well. Thus a Dynamically extensible Virtual Machine (DVM) is formed. 
This virtual machine system contains concurrency manager, resource manager, scheduler, 
event manager and two libraries. The concurrency manager is responsible for sharing of 
resources while ensuring race-free execution of the application scripts. The scheduler and 
the capsule store support dynamic addition of new instructions and reduced memory (RAM) 
usage, respectively. Event Manager is responsible for handling various events generated in 
the system, while the Resource Manager performs simple admission and installation control 
for scripts. The two libraries implement the various instructions recognized by the DVM. All 
these components are a part of the SOS kernel and are not dynamically loadable, except the 
Extension libraries. 
3.6 Software reconfiguration for protocol stack 
Having the concept of software reconfiguration, the basic protocol handling process is 
studied in the next section. By looking into the process, we find out a method to realise the 
mechanism of protocol stack reconfiguration. 
3.6.1 Protocol handling 
Figure 15 shows a typical example of user data and multiple layer protocols of a packet in the 
OSI model. A packet header is the portion of protocol data unit that precedes its body and 
contains addressing and other data that is required for it to reach its function. Packets are the 
fundamental unit of information transport in all modern computer networks. They can be of a 
fixed size or variable sizes, depending on the system. Regardless of their size, each packet 
consists of three main parts: a header, the body, also called the payload, and a trailer. Many 
protocols have packed headers, but sometimes they can be included in user data as well 
according to the need of applications. 
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The content of a header includes, for instance, the version of IP, the sender's IP address, the 
intended receiver's IP address, the number of packets the message has been broken into, 
the identification number of the particular packet, the protocol (e.g. 1 for ICMP, 2 for IGMP, 6 
for TCP and 17 for UDP) used, the packet length, the time to live, and so on. 
 
Figure 15: User data and protocol headers 
 
Typically, protocols are processed by protocol handlers. In networking, protocols are layered 
on top of each other, with each layer responsible for a different aspect of communication, 
which is known as ‘protocol stack’. During network communication, an application sends and 
receives data through an interface, binding with a protocol stack. When an arriving packet is 
passed to an interface of a network device, it is stored in a packet buffer and its headers are 
processed by corresponding protocol handlers who take the packet from and return to the 
buffer in turn, like what is shown in Figure 16. The detailed process can be found in Appendix 
1. 
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Figure 16: Protocol handling for a network packet 
3.6.2 The concept of protocol stack reconfiguration 
The basic concept of software reconfiguration, as investigated above, can be used for this 
research. To enable reconfigurability for protocol stack, protocol modules (protocol handlers) 
can be treated as software components, which can complete designed tasks respectively at 
different layers, such as packet checking, packing and unpacking overhead bytes. When 
heterogeneous WS&ANs with different protocols become collocated and intend to 
interconnect, there are several ways to explore: sensor nodes can identify the in-use protocol 
stack of the other peer and find out if there is the same protocol stack already installed. 
Otherwise, if there is no identical protocol stack existing but there are a few similar protocols 
installed on both sides, their protocol modules can be re-organized into new “groups”, known 
as protocol stacks, to adapt to each other for interconnection. Taking into account of the 
system cost of different methods shown in Figure 10, the above ways should be 
progressively explored and find out the problem solver with lowest cost. 
3.7 Research tasks 
As described in previous sections, the thesis focuses on solving the interconnection issue by 
applying flexible protocol stack adaptation. It allows protocol stack of WS&AN nodes to be 
changed while in use to interconnect with other heterogeneous WS&ANs according to their 
needs. The solution will be accomplished through the following research tasks: 
 Cross layer management: the solution is supposed to provide a framework to manage 
the protocol stack. The management system can access, coordinate and maintain 
protocol modules at any layer anytime. 
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 On-the-run reconfigurability of protocol stack: the framework is supposed to provide 
an environment for the management system to reconfigure protocol modules of a 
protocol stack dynamically. 
 Protocol identifying and tracing: the framework is intended to provide a method to 
access packet frames, identify protocol type and trace packet processing. These 
functionalities should not impact the original packet processing flow. 
 The solution is supposed to explore and find every possibility progressively for 
interconnection by its protocol identification and evaluation. 
 Efficiency and cost: the solution is meant to provide functionalities with efficiency and 
low cost regarding energy and computational consumptions. The solution should be 
running in the background without obvious increasing of packet processing time. 
While it is taking actions, it should not either occupy much MCU time, memory or 
consume much energy. 
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Chapter 4 :  The Progressive Protocol Stack 
Reconfiguration (PPSR) infrastructure 
The interconnection of WS&ANs with heterogeneous protocol stack configurations requires 
tracing and identifying protocol stack configuration(s) of a neighbouring WS&AN system, and 
selection of appropriate protocol stack elements for communication. In this chapter, the 
concept solution is developed by system design to present how the conceptual solution 
works at the system level. According to the solution concept and research tasks discussed in 
the previous chapter, the ‘Progressive Protocol Stack Reconfiguration’ (PPSR) has been 
defined and evaluated. In this chapter, the main functionalities of PPSR are described first, 
and then the design of system architecture is presented with details of the most critical 
system components. 
4.1 System functionalities 
In the previous chapter, functionalities of the PPSR approach have been mentioned in the 
description of research tasks. In this section, details of the functionalities of the components 
and how they work together will be discussed.  
4.1.1 Protocol stack management 
The proposed solution requires full access to and flexible control of protocols. Therefore, 
protocol stack management is one of the key aspects that help the solution achieve its tasks. 
In this solution, protocol stack management refers to protocol stack identification, monitoring 
of protocol handling, protocol information storage. 
4.1.1.1 Protocol elements 
In order to exchange protocol stack information effectively, a methodology of describing 
protocol stack information is required. Usually, the protocol stack comprises a set of protocol 
elements, which are distributed and used in different subsystems. From protocol stack point 
of view, the combinations of these protocol elements can be described as several profiles 
and sub-profiles in different levels. 
As shown in Figure 17, the protocol stack configuration of a WS&AN system has one or more 
protocol profiles. Each protocol profile represents a set of protocol elements of a protocol 
stack. Stack profiles are described on system level and each profile a unique profile ID 
globally. This principle is also applied to sub-profile ID of subsystem level and protocol 
element ID of protocol element level. Subsystem level is the second description level of 
protocol stack information. In this level, protocol information is represented by sub-profiles in 
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subsystems, and each sub-profile refers to a set of available protocol elements of its 
subsystem. Obviously, sub-profiles in different subsystems should not have any overlap, but 
sub-profiles within a subsystem could have certain protocol elements in common. 
Protocol element level is the lowest level. Every protocol element that can be used for a 
WS&AN should have a global ID. A WS&AN should have the knowledge of all possible 
protocol element IDs even the protocols of which it does not currently installed. Therefore the 
protocol stack information can be exchanged through profile IDs to protocol element IDs. Of 
course, new IDs do not have to be created at protocol element level, as the existing protocols 
have their IDs used in headers. However, in a heterogeneous environment, a protocol 
element may be defined as different values in different standards, where a unique ID for each 
protocol is still necessary.  
 
Figure 17: description of the progressive protocol stack 
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4.1.1.2 Cross layer protocol management 
Traditionally, protocol handlers are quite independent of each other. As discussed in 3.6.1, 
protocol handlers process corresponding headers and hand over to the next handler via a 
shared space, which typically is a packet buffer with a pointer. However, protocol stack 
reconfiguration requires an overall knowledge of all installed protocols in a sensor node. The 
previous independence is no longer suitable for a reconfigurable protocol stack. 
 
 
Figure 18: Concept of Cross-Layer Protocol Management 
 
Figure 18 shows the concept of Cross-Layer Protocol Management. A Cross-Layer Protocol 
Manager has overall management of all installed protocols. The interfaces allow the manager 
to monitor and access at any time during protocol processing and apply reconfiguration when 
there is any need. The individual protocol handlers can still be independent, but the whole 
process can be controlled, and information processing can be performed in real time unlike 
middleware or gateway, the Cross-Layer Protocol Management does not interfere, change or 
add on signal processing. It simply monitors and collects information, and executes 
reconfiguration to protocol handlers.  
4.1.2 Protocol stack identification and selection 
When a WS&AN is overhearing nearby networks and has detected a potentially 
interconnectable WS&AN, the first thing is to find out whether they can communicate, which 
means they use same protocols, and packets from one network can be processed by the 
other one. If they are heterogeneous, the reconfiguration process of PPSR will be in action. 
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This process includes protocol stack evaluation, protocol stack information exchange and 
negotiation, and protocol stack re-selection/reconfiguration. In the following sections, the 
details of this procedure will be discussed.  
4.1.2.1 Unilateral Selection 
Unilateral Selection shown in Figure 19 allows a WS&AN equipped with PPSR to discover 
and apply a protocol stack for interconnection between an ambient WS&AN and itself without 
stack profile exchange or negotiation with the other peer. If a mobile WS&AN would like to 
share a resource or collect data by establishing interconnection with other WS&ANs, it 
regularly sends out probing message with the broadcast destination address. A common 
scenario is that both networks have at least one air interface in common, and in wireless 
sensor networks this is usually considered as the most popular standard listed in Table 2: 
802.15.4 at MAC layer. Typically protocol data units are described by a well-known structure 
and are identified by a unique protocol identifier (PID). Examples are the ‘next’ header field in 
the 6LowPAN adaptation layer or the active message ID in TinyOS based systems. This 
identifier can be used by protocol handlers in the protocol stack to determine the next higher-
layer protocol element. By iterating through the different PDUs in a packet, the utilised 
protocol stack configuration of the neighbouring WS&AN for sending the observed packet 
can be determined. In the cases that the protocol stack of the interconnect table WS&AN can 
be identified, Unilateral Selection is efficient regarding reconfiguration speed and system 
consumption.   
 
Figure 19: Unilateral Selection 
Ideally, exchanging protocol stack information by using the common layer (e.g. MAC layer) 
gives reconfiguration more stack options and increases the probability of a successful 
interconnection. This approach named as Negotiatory Selection will be discussed in the next 
section. However, the negotiation requires both of the WS&ANs having PPSR implemented. 
In many cases, if PPSR is not equipped at one peer, Unilateral Selection is the only way to 
find a common stack for interconnection. 
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4.1.2.2 Negotiatory Selection 
Negotiatory Selection requires two WS&AN systems to exchange information on protocol 
stack configurations and to negotiate an appropriate protocol stack for establishing 
interconnection. A simple protocol on top of the low common layer (e.g. MAC layer) has to be 
involved for exchanging protocol stack information, which includes not only the protocol stack 
in use but also all installed protocols. In this way, even the WS&ANs have no common 
protocol stack; interconnection is still possible as long as they can find the same combination 
of their respectively installed protocols. 
 
Figure 20: Negotiatory Selection 
An example message of the new protocol is shown in Figure 21, the two WS&AN systems 
will agree with a common stack and activate it by reconfiguration. The devices can then 
commence further communication via the determined protocol stack. The table of field values 
can be found in Appendix 2. 
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Figure 21: Sample of message for protocol information 
Obviously, Negotiatory Selection involves more steps than Unilateral Selection as well as 
more wireless transceiving which leads to more system consumption. Therefore, it should not 
be triggered unless Unilateral Selection fails to find a common protocol stack. 
4.1.3 Protocol stack reconfiguration  
When a protocol stack is selected by both WS&ANs, this stack is supposed to be deployed 
for interconnection. There are several different situations which require different ways of 
reconfiguration to put the selected stack in use. 
4.1.3.1 Stack Adaptation 
If a WS&AN identifies that the protocol stack  used by the other WS&AN has also been 
installed or the two heterogeneous WS&ANs find an identical protocol stack that has been 
installed already in both systems, then setting up interconnection becomes as straight 
forward as putting the selected common protocol stack in use. This mechanism is called 
‘Stack Adaptation’. It works on stacks only without introducing any changes to protocol 
elements in stacks. 
Considering the mobility of WS&ANs, stacks have to be constantly adapted to match the 
protocol stack used in different networks for interconnections. The traditional way to change 
in-use protocol stack requires the application layer to open another socket on the selected 
stack for each interconnection operation. It brings a significant challenge to creating 
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applications. If an application would like to interconnect with other WS&ANs, it has to be 
programmed with full knowledge of installed protocols and stacks which make programming 
highly dependent and low efficiency.  
The stack adaptation in this research adopts a different approach to make stack selection 
transparent to an application layer. Application layer needs to deal with a stack agent and all 
the stack adaptations happen in background managed by this agent.  
4.1.3.2 Stack Reconfiguration  
Different from stack adaptation, stack reconfiguration is proposed to resolve a more 
complicated issue, which cannot be tackled by stack adaptation. In many cases, there may 
not be a common stack that can be used at both peers for interconnection, but a same 
combination of protocols can be found amongst the installed protocols, as shown in Figure 
22.  
 
Figure 22: New common stack by protocol reconfiguration 
In this example, an identical protocol on each layer can be found among the installed 
protocol stacks in both WS&ANs. In such a situation, there is still chance for the WS&ANs to 
establish interconnection between them, though it is not as straight forward as stack 
adaptation. To have a common stack for interconnection, protocol B, M and X have to be 
reconfigured in corresponding layers as a new stack. When the new stack is created by 
reconfiguration, the remaining steps for interconnection will be the same to Stack Adaptation.  
However, the mechanism of protocol stack definition brings a challenge to stack 
reconfiguration. Usually, protocol stacks are defined by hard coding in a list with a 
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specification of protocols and stack ID in header files of interface programs. Protocol 
handlers of each protocol are working independently at curtain layer and pass data/packets 
to one another through buffers. During run-time, the system it does not have overall 
management of protocols and stacks. The situation in this example expects real time stack 
analysis and reconfiguration instead of pre-programming. Therefore, cross-layer protocol 
management has to be introduced in this research, as described in section 4.1.1.2, to keep 
tracking all protocols and stacks at different layers and commence required update. 
4.2 The PPSR System 
4.2.1 System architecture 
Figure 23 presents the system architecture for Progressive Protocol Stack Reconfiguration. 
The components shown in the figure are described in 4.2.2 with more details of their 
functions and who they work together. 
 
 
Figure 23: System architecture of PPSR 
 
4.2.2 Main System components 
Figure 24 shows the main functional components of the system. The Protocol Stack 
Reconfiguration Manager of PPSR provides cross-layer management for reconfiguration of 
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protocol stacks. It has three components: Stack monitoring module, Stack Analysing Module, 
and PPSR Execution Module. Generic protocol stack is also a part of PPSR solution sitting in 
connectivity module.  
 
Figure 24: Protocol stack reconfiguration by PPSR 
 
4.2.2.1 Stack monitoring module 
Stack monitoring module is responsible for collecting and caching protocol stack information 
of both nodes it is in and received foreign packets from, respectively. When a node with 
PPSR enabled is turned on, the Stack monitoring module accesses protocol handling 
modules to obtain knowledge of what protocols are installed and what stacks are registered. 
It also gets an indication of whether the application intends/allows interconnection with a 
foreign WS&AN from the application. This indication will be passed through the Generic 
Protocol Stack, which will be described later. Through the indication, the PPSR manager can 
block some unintended interconnections. The collected protocol stack information will be sent 
to the Stack Analysing Module to be evaluated for potential reconfiguration. The Stack 
monitoring module will send probing or negotiation messages in the situation that one peer 
fails to find a suitable protocol stack for interconnection by stack adaptation or stack 
reconfiguration. 
4.2.2.2 Stack Analysing Module 
Stack Analysing Module works based on the stack information collected by the Stack 
monitoring module. It does mainly two things: analyse the protocol stack of incoming packets 
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and the installed protocols and stacks of a WS&AN, and determine whether adaptation or 
reconfiguration is necessary; find out an installed stack or adaption or a combination of 
installed protocols for a potential stack for reconfiguration. 
When there is an interconnection attempt, it checks whether the default protocol stack which 
is pre-assigned to the Generic Protocol Stack is the same as the stack used by the received 
foreign packet. The default protocol stack which is linked with the Generic Protocol Stack is 
originally set as the most common protocol stack. This setting ensures with a certain chance 
that the protocol stack used by incoming packets is same to the assigned one and 
consequently saves unnecessary adaptations and reconfiguration. If the stacks do not match, 
Stack Analysing Module will then decide either adaptation or reconfiguration should happen. 
The Stack Analysing Module is also responsible for finding suitable stacks that can be used 
for adaption and reconfiguration. If there is an installed stack matching the stack that applied 
in the incoming packets, it will pass the stack information to the Stack Evaluation and 
Selection Module directly for adaptation. Otherwise, it will start to look for a combination of 
protocols to form a new stack by reconfiguration which matches the stack that used in the 
incoming packets. 
4.2.2.3 Stack Evaluation and Selection Module 
During Negotiatory Reconfiguration, more than one stack or protocol combination can be 
used for interconnection between two WS&ANs. Stack Analysing Module will pass all 
potential stacks to Stack Evaluation and Selection Module to evaluate them and make a final 
decision: which one is the optimal stack to use. An algorithm can be used to deduce Fitness 
Indicators of individual stacks. The Fitness Indicator is defined by  
Vf=MSP*Vpref
T, 
Where Vf is the vector of fitness for a stack, and Vpref is the vector of application preference 
for expected protocol stack, comprising of values of weights between 0 to 1. MSP is a matrix 
of stack properties. 
 
MSP=(
𝑉𝑝1
𝑉𝑝2
…
𝑉𝑝𝑀
), 
In which, Vpx is a vector of properties of a protocol component. The properties of a protocol 
component can be measured by ranking its performance on various aspect in certain 
sequence, for instance [overhead, reliability, security, feature support, etc.]. Therefore, 
 
Vpx= [Prop1px, Prop2px, …,PropNpx]     (Prop*px ∈ (0,1)) 
and 
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MSP=(
Prop1p1  Prop2p1  …   PropNp1
Prop1p2  Prop2p2  …   PropNp2
…
Prop1pM  Prop2pM  …   PropNp𝑀
). 
 
The elements of Vpref follows the same sequence of Vpx, and the values are given by the 
application to indicate the importance of each property to the application.  Finally, the most 
suitable stack according to the preference can be identified by finding the biggest value in Vf. 
In some specific cases, only one performance is considered. For example, if an application 
cares only the support of certain feature (e.g. multi hops), Vpref be set to [0,0,0,1,…] to make 
sure the final decision will not be influenced by other properties. 
4.2.3 Other components 
4.2.3.1 PPSR Execution Module 
PPSR Execution Module links the selected protocol stack to the Generic Protocol Stack. It 
receives a request from the Stack Evaluation and Selection Module and assigns the target 
protocol stack to the Generic Protocol Stack. Therefore the Generic Protocol Stack knows 
what protocol stack should be used to wrap outgoing packet.  
Since it is impossible to tell whether a received foreign packet comes from the same foreign 
WS&AN as previous foreign packets and using the same foreign stack, the PPSR manager 
needs to trace and analyse each incoming foreign packet. Therefore the PPSR Execution 
Module must cache the previous protocol stack assignment. If the request from the Stack 
Analysing Module shows identical suggestion of protocol stack as the previous one, the 
Executor will not re-link the stack to the Generic Protocol Stack. 
4.2.3.2 Generic Protocol Stack 
Generic Protocol Stack is a virtual stack, acting as an agent for application to indicate 
interconnection interest, re-direct out-going packet processing to the actual protocol stack. It 
has full structure of a real stack with generic protocol handlers and registered in the operating 
system as a protocol module. However, it does not have any functionality for protocol 
processing. As a bridge between applications and protocol stacks, the Generic Protocol 
Stack hides low-level protocol stack changes from applications. It facilitates applications to 
be customised and updated freely without concerning stack changes. 
The usage of Generic Protocol Stack also brings a significant advantage. The internal 
communication within a WS&AN does not usually require PPSR. By using the Generic 
Protocol Stack, those sockets for WS&AN interconnection and communication can be 
distinguished from those for internal communications. Traffic going through the sockets that 
are not bound with Generic Protocol Stack will not cause extra reconfiguration. 
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4.2.3.3 Assistant modules 
An Application Preference Module collects protocol or performance requirements from an 
application, since the application has the best knowledge of what performance it is expecting 
from the protocol stack that it is going to use. This knowledge will be used to generate a 
protocol preference vector for the Stack Evaluation and Selection Module to find the most 
appropriate protocol stack. 
The communication module is responsible for information exchange among other PPSR 
modules. It creates private message queues and data buffers for PPSR. 
4.2.3.4 Mechanism of PPSR 
4.2.3.4.1 Proactive Adaptation 
 
 
Figure 25: Proactive adaptation of PPSR 
 
Figure 25 shows the procedure of Proactive Adaptation. This procedure is for the situation in 
which there is an identical local protocol stack to the protocol stack used by foreign packets. 
When a node is powered on, the Stack Manager first collects local protocol information. The 
application indicates its interest of interconnection with foreign WS&ANs by binding to the 
Generic Protocol Stack, while it is setting up its communication. The Stack Manager starts to 
collect information of foreign protocol stacks when foreign packets are received by stack 
handler. The packets will be processed layer by layer until it is fully handled and handed over 
to the application. This process will only be interrupted if there is a protocol in the foreign 
packed that cannot be interpreted, and this will be discussed in “Negotiatory 
Reconfiguration”. 
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When a packet is passed to the application after processing, the Stack Manager knows the 
stack information collection is completed. It will start to analyse the information and find out 
which local stack is identical to the foreign one. The Stack Manager will then send the stack 
ID to the Generic Protocol Stack Handler to lead out-going packet to the correct protocol 
stack. When identifying a foreign stack, the Stack Manager must check not only protocol 
components but also the corresponding layers since different protocol stacks could be very 
similar regarding protocol components. 
Distinguishing foreign and domestic packets is an optional functionality, which helps the 
Stack Manager to reduce monitoring workload. Checking the destination MAC address can 
easily do this. When two WS&ANs are co-located, they are not able to know the exact MAC 
addresses of each other in advance. Therefore, an interconnection oriented packet usually 
uses the broadcasting address as a destination for everyone who is possible to receive it. 
However, the checking is feasible only when co-located WS&ANs use the same MAC layer 
protocol. For the existing WS&AN platform solutions, most platforms are using IEEE 802.15.4 
at MAC layer, which makes this feature very likely to be functional. On the other hand, 
distinguish foreign packets from domestic ones by identifying broadcast address is not 
always successful. The broadcast address can be used internally sometimes as well. As a 
result, some domestic packets with broadcast destination address will be going through the 
procedure of PPSR solution.  Therefore this function can only save reconfiguration attempts 
on receiving those domestic packets with the non-broadcast destination address. For those 
domestic packets with a broadcast address, they will be going through the whole 
reconfiguration procedure since this function does not help. The main point is the real foreign 
packet will not be missed. It may decrease the efficiency, but no heterogeneous packets are 
missed, and the functionality of reconfiguration will not be influenced. 
The first stage of PPSR solution is implemented in a sensor node, which can be regarded as 
a gateway of a WS&AN. The application of this node (which can be called node ‘A’) is bound 
with the Generic Protocol Stack. Another sensor node (which can be called node ‘B’) is 
programmed with a simple functionality of sending out messages periodically, and it listens to 
reply messages. It is using a different protocol stack than the one used by node A, yet node A 
also has an identical stack installed. When node B approaches node A, the messages sent 
by node B are captured by node A. The Stack Manager of node A immediately identifies the 
protocol stack used in the messages, and it finds an identical stack among its stacks, which 
is not the one pre-assigned to the Generic Protocol Stack as ‘default’ stack. The Stack 
Manager then assigns the new stack to the Generic Protocol Stack. Therefore, the 
application of node A uses the new stack to send a reply message through the Generic 
Protocol Stack and node B receives the reply message successfully. 
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4.2.3.4.2 Proactive Reconfiguration 
Figure 26 shows the procedure of Proactive Reconfiguration. It is a further attempt while 
Protocol adaptation is not able to achieve interconnection. It assumes there are sufficient 
protocols components installed that can be used to create a new stack to align to a foreign 
stack. 
Instead of the last step of Proactive Adaptation of Figure 25, “Adapt to the other stack”, the 
Stack Manager collects some protocol components to create an identical stack according to 
the analysis result of the foreign stack. The Stack Manager registers the new stack with the 
system to make it as one of the installed and valid stacks and inform the Generic Protocol 
Stack of its stack ID. Therefore, it can be called by an application through the generic stack. 
The implementation result shows that after the reconfiguration, the application starts to send 
messages to the other WS&AN by using the newly created stack, which did not exist before 
the reconfiguration, 
 
 
Figure 26: Proactive reconfiguration of PPSR 
 
4.2.3.4.3 Negotiatory Reconfiguration 
Figure 27 describes the procedure of Negotiatory Reconfiguration. When a WS&AN cannot 
adapt to the other one by either Proactive Adaptation or Proactive Reconfiguration, they have 
to exchange their stack information through certain ways to find out if there is any possible 
protocol stack in common by reconfiguration on both sides. The way that this approach works 
is based on one condition: at least the protocols at the lowest level of the stack are the same 
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and can be used to exchange stack information. One aspect needs to be pointed out: having 
one layer protocol in common does not necessarily lead to expected interconnection, even if 
it is possible to exchange certain information successfully. It is because an interconnection 
may be expected to support some features for an application. An example could be that 
applications require IPv6 supported and the co-located WS&ANs have only MAC layer in 
common. They can exchange stack information upon this layer, but cannot interconnect with 
IPv6 for their applications. 
If WS&ANs cannot find any possible protocols in common, the Stack Managers have to 
reach an agreement on how to reprogram and install new protocols on one or both sides with 
the lowest cost. On-the-fly reprogramming is significant but not in the scope of this research 
in the current stage. 
 
 
Figure 27: Negotiatory Reconfiguration of PPSR 
 
Figure 28 proves the necessity of Negotiatory Reconfiguration with an example. WS&AN1 is 
using the 3-layer stack A-B-C and WS&AN2 is using the 3-layer stack A-D-E while they also 
have some other protocol components available for certain layers. Obviously, neither one the 
WS&ANs can adapt to the other one by the previous two approaches: Proactive Adaptation 
and Proactive Reconfiguration. However, they do have a potential protocol stack A-B-E in 
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common, which requires effort from both WS&ANs. By exchanging protocol stack information 
and reconfiguring their stacks, they can achieve interconnection. Of course, interconnection 
can also be achieved by installing protocol D in WS&AN1 and reconfigure the protocols into a 
stack of A-D-E. However, considering the system cost of reprogramming, when possible the 
first approach is a much better choice in regards to reconfiguration complexity. Under a 
certain situation, having the protocol stack A-D-E by installed the protocol D may become a 
better choice regarding overall performance for services. For instance, the protocol stack A-
D-E introduces less overhead for each packet and is used by an application for a large 
number of data transmissions. Nevertheless, the evaluation of the overall performance 
(reconfiguration cost and system gain from new stacks) is not addressed in the current stage 
of the research, since there are a few un-investigated factors, such as throughput and 
service duration. Sometimes when a significant amount of resources are consumed to 
reconfigure a stack for its high performance for a service, the overall gain may be too small to 
cover the cost of reconfiguration if the service lasts very short.   
 
 
Figure 28: an example for potential Negotiatory Reconfiguration 
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Chapter 5 :  Evaluation approaches 
In this chapter, the evaluation approaches are discussed.  The system performance will be 
examined in both simulation and implementation to prove the concept of the solution. The 
evaluation approaches include evaluation tools, setting up a test environment, the scope and 
aspects of the evaluation. 
To evaluate PPSR, the system realisation can be either in a simulation tool or a real network 
environment. There are both advantages and disadvantages in regards to complexity, 
accuracy and flexibility. 
Usually, simulation with tools is more flexible. Topology, the scale of a network, a program 
running on sensors and channel coefficients can be easily customised. Process control and 
data collection are enabled with some user-friendly functionalities. Due to assumptions made 
about the physical network environment, the validity of the testing results is limited compared 
to testing in a real testbed. On the other hand, although implementing and testing the designs 
in a testbed can show the actual performance accurately, it lacks flexibility of changing testing 
condition.  For instance, if a proposal needs to be justified in a various scale of networks, the 
testbed network has to be re-deployed from time to time which is not applicable. Therefore it 
is a trade-off to choose an appropriate platform for performance evaluation following the 
identified evaluation approaches. The analysis of this research will be using both methods.  
5.1 Simulation 
Since this research is about interconnection between sensor networks, the simulation will be 
running on a network emulator. There are a few advantages of simulation:  
 There is no hardware involved for simulation which hides the difference of 
performance brought by different hardware platforms. 
 All environmental parameters are predefined which saves to the worries of 
interference brought by an unexpected change of the environment.  
 Different scenarios can be simulated easily by editing test scripts or node definitions. 
 Test process can be easily recorded, replayed and interfered. 
Although learning how to use emulators is time-consuming, researchers can focus on 
evaluating the performance of their solutions and quickly apply more tests to contribute to a 
thorough analysis. Taking the above advantages in the simulation, the evaluation for the 
research will test the performance of the solution in regards to delay by reconfiguration and 
energy consumption. 
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A discrete event simulation is applied by most network simulators. Pending "events" is stored 
and are managed in order, with some events triggering future events. For example, the event 
of the arrival of a packet at a downstream node is triggered by the event of the arrival of that 
packet at one node. Some network simulation problems, notably those relying on queuing 
theory, are well suited to Markov chain simulations, in which events are maintained and the 
simulation consists of transiting between different systems "states" in a memoryless 
approach. Markov chain simulation is often faster, but it is not as flexible and accurate as 
detailed discrete event simulation. Certain simulations are cyclic based simulations, and 
these are faster compared to event based simulations. 
Network simulation can be a challenging task. For instance, when there is high congestion, it 
is hard to estimate the average occupancy due to high variances. It can be extremely time-
consuming to find an accurate answer when estimating the probability of a buffer overflow in 
a network.  "Importance sampling" and "control variants" are specialised techniques 
developed to speed up the simulation and reduce simulation time. 
5.1.1 Simulation tools 
Most of the commercial simulators are equipped with more or less user-friendly GUIs; other 
network simulators require input scripts or command-line input (network parameters). The 
network parameters describe the state of the network (node placement, existing links) and 
the events (data transmissions, link failures, etc.). A significant output of simulations is the 
trace files. Trace files can document every event that occurred in the simulation and is used 
for analysis. Individual simulators have added functionality of capturing this type of data 
directly from a functioning production environment, at various times of the day, week, or 
month, in order to reflect the average, worst-case, and best-case conditions. Network 
simulators can also provide other tools to facilitate visual analysis of trends and potential 
trouble spots. Simulators typically come with protocol packages to support for some protocols 
in use today, such as IPv4, IPv6, UDP, and TCP. In this research, 6LowPAN, Zigbee and 
802.15.4 are the protocols to be supported in a simulation. In Table 4, some characters 
regarding accuracy, complexity and available models of the above tools are listed and 
compared.  
The comparison shows that NS2 is considered as the most suitable emulator to evaluate the 
research with its well-modulated structure and better protocol support for WSN&AN. 
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Table 4: Comparison of simulation tools 
Tools Accuracy Complexity 
Supported models 
for WS&AN 
OPNET 
Good performance on 
wireless simulation, 
especially on packet based 
communication accuracy is 
close to a real case 
Complexity of the system is 
reasonable. Support models of 
most popular standards. Easy to 
start with but require more 
programming work to create new 
modules and scenarios 
Zigbee, 802.15.4  
NS 
The performance is similar to 
OPNET. Due to the open 
source, some customized 
optimizations are made 
specifically.  
Not easy to start with, but well 
modulated. Has more WS&AN 
models supported due to its open 
source for developers. 
802.15.4, Zigbee, 
6LowPAN 
MATLAB 
Only suitable to simulate 
logical mechanism, no 
standard model taking into 
account of delay, BER 
Easy to program for algorithm, 
powerful for complicated data 
calculation, easy to plot data 
figures 
N/A 
 
5.1.2 Simulation approach 
5.1.2.1 NS-2 and analysing tools 
NS-2 is designed to run on most UNIX based operating systems. It is possible to run NS-2 on 
Windows machines using Cygwin. It can be installed on a virtual Linux machine and runs 
under Windows. VMWare has a free VMWare Player that allows users to download Linux 
systems like Ubuntu and run them on any computer. Users will need to make sure they have 
standard development packages like 'make' and 'gcc'.  
5.1.2.1.1 NAM 
There are some assistant analysing tools for NS-2, and NAM is one of most popular one 
which is also used in this simulation. NAM provides a visual interpretation of the network 
topology created. Figure 29 shows how it visualises a designed scenario. 
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Figure 29: a visualised scenario with user-defined topology and traffic 
 
5.1.2.1.2 Trace analyser  
The NS-2 Trace Analyser was applied to ease the process of extracting data for performance 
study.  The Trace Analyser is deployed to extract and present trace files for the network 
simulation environment of NS-2. The NS-2 Trace Analyser software consists of three layers. 
The first layer is the source layer which consists of the trace file data. The second layer is the 
processing layer. The third layer is the presentation layer. The trace data is in ASCII code 
and are organised in 12 fields as shown in Figure 30. Each trace line starts with an event 
descriptor followed by the simulation time (in seconds) of that event, and from and to a node, 
which identifies the link on which the event occurred. The next information in the line is for 
flags. Since no flags are set here, we have “------". Then we have the packet type and size (in 
Bytes). The next field is flow id (fid) of IP address that a user can set for each flow. Even 
though fid field may not be used in a simulation, users can use this field for analysis 
purposes. The next two fields are a source and destination address in forms of "node port". 
The last field illustrates the sequence number of network layer protocol. Despite UDP 
implementations not using a sequence number, UDP packet sequence number is tracked by 
NS-2 for analysis purposes. The last field shows the unique id of the packet. 
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Figure 30: an example of trace data 
5.1.2.2 WS&AN Simulation Settings in NS2 
Being named as ‘wpan’, Zigbee module with 802.15.4 at MAC and PHY layers is included in 
the ns-2.34 release. Zigbee module is taken as an example to present an insight of 
simulation on WS&AN in NS2. 
Zigbee simulation module is comprised of the definition of wireless environment parameters 
and primitives. The definition of wireless environment includes routing protocol selection, 
topology definition and network configuration. Simulation scripts are described in OTcl 
defining event calling, start and end of the simulation. 
NS2 is also quite flexible on parameter access and setting. Identifying the correct simulation 
parameters is critical for a successful and nearly realistic analysis of any study. The following 
discussion focuses on the task of determining the correct parameters to generate a realistic 
network scenario while explaining their meaning and their reason of choice (if any) in detail. 
General parameters for basic simulations are described here.  
NS-2 can simulate many network parameters, as summarised in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Suggested parameter values 
 Parameters Value 
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Traffic Type CBR 
Number of nodes 8 
Node type mobile 
Distance between nodes 5-30 m  
Packet size 100 bytes 
RF band 2.4 Ghz 
Transmission  Peer to peer 
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Broadcast  Shadowing  
Antenna Omni antenna 
Queue  Drop Tail 
Length of the queue 150 
Transceiver gain 1.0 
Routing  AODV 
 
The simulations run Constant Bit Rate (CBR) application, on top of the transport protocol, 
UDP (User Datagram Protocol). Therefore, ‘Traffic Type’ is set to CBR. Its primary features 
are Single Way Transmission (No Acknowledgements); Defined Packet size; Defined Packet 
Interval; Unreliable Data Transmission. FTP traffic with a TCP connection is also possible. 
However, given its advanced features like congestion control, requiring dynamic adjustment 
of the transmission rate based on the traffic conditions, it is difficult to implement simple and 
power efficient devices. 
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Energy consumption is also an important aspect to be looked into for performance 
evaluation. The energy model is implemented rather simply in NS2. The function ‘set energy’ 
is used to initialize a node with initial energy level. The double variable, ‘energy’ holds the 
current energy level. After every packet transmission or reception, the energy content 
decreases. The time taken to transmit or receive along with the power consumed for 
transmission or reception of a bit/byte of data is passed as parameters to the functions, 
DecrTxEnergy and DecrRcvEnergy respectively and these features would thus decrease the 
energy level of the node. Given the simplicity of the implementation of the energy model, the 
results thus obtained by simulations can be quite accurate, as long as the power consumed 
by transmission/reception of a bit/byte of data is correct. 
5.1.3 Simulation goals and performance metrics 
The following test cases are designed and implemented to evaluate the performance of 
PPSR. It is based on the topology shown in the previous section. The aims of the case 
selection are: 
 proving the concept of PPSR adaptation 
 providing an overview of the influence on system performance introduced by  PPSR 
Based on the above aims, the following key performance metrics are selected: 
 case 1 – adaptive interconnection 
 case 2 – impact on throughput  
 case 3 – packet loss caused by protocol adaptation 
 case 4 – packet delay 
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Figure 31: Simulation architecture 
 
5.2 Implementation 
Many Research studies focus on small scale pilot studies or experiments in simulation 
environments and take the assumption those findings can be generalised to roll out into a 
practice based domain with few changes. Implementation explores the challenges and 
generalise research findings 'in the real world' to prove the practical value of researches. 
By implementation, the solution is realised in the real world to prove it is capable of solving 
the research issues and its functionalities work well in a real physical deployment. 
5.2.1 Implementation facilities  
Evaluation in a real testbed obtains actual data for the performance in a physical network. 
According to the expected functionalities and capabilities of the design, an evaluation plan 
should be created including testing environment, testing conditions and testing scripts which 
describe procedure and purpose of the testing. 
5.2.1.1 Devices: Experimental platform options 
There are many wireless sensor platforms. The following four platforms are widely used in 
research works. 
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Figure 32: Popular sensor platforms 
5.2.1.1.1 TelosB [97] 
TelosB is a mote from Memsic (previously Crossbow, who was one of the first suppliers of the 
Berkeley-style motes) technology. It has the same design as the Tmote Sky mote from 
Sentilla. It comprises CC2420 radio chip and the MSP430 (the MSP430F1611) 
microcontroller. Its microcontroller operates at 4.15 MHz and has a 10kBytes internal RAM 
and a 48kBytes program Flash memory. Crossbow supports TinyOS operating system.. 
5.2.1.1.2 Sensinode [98] 
Sensinode's Enterprise Wireless Sensor Network products are based on pioneering 
6LowPANIP-based technology. The use of IEEE 802.15.4radio family, Internet Protocol and 
Zigbee standards ensures global interoperability and long lifespan. Sensinode enables the 
enterprise-wide measurement and tracking of objects, people and areas in real-time. The 
Sensinode Micro Series is specifically developed for R&D use in rapidly prototyping sensor 
network applications, with plug-and-play modules. The Sensinode Micro Series comes with 
development kits bundled with NanoStackTM. The Micro Series of modules enables rapid 
R&D implementations of wireless sensor networks by allowing maximum flexibility and 
reusability. Modules are stacked in compact 40x40mm stacks to form a node.  
5.2.1.1.3 Waspmote [99] 
Waspmote hardware architecture is purposely designed to be low consumption. Digital 
switches allow any of the sensor interfaces and radio modules to be turned on and off. It has 
three different sleep modes which make it the lowest consumption sensor platform in the 
market (0.07uA). 
5.2.1.1.4 SunSpot [100] 
Sun SPOT (Sun Small Programmable Object Technology) is a wireless sensor network 
(WSN) mote developed by Sun Microsystems. This device is built upon the IEEE 802.15.4 
standard. Unlike other available mote systems, the Sun SPOT is built on the Squawk Java 
Virtual Machine. 
TelosB Sensinode Wospmote SunSpot
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5.2.1.2 Operating Systems 
5.2.1.2.1 FreeRTOS 
FreeRTOS is a market leading Real Time Operation System from Real Time Engineers Ltd. 
that supports 33 architectures. It is developed professionally with strict quality control, robust, 
supported, and free to embed in commercial products without any requirement to expose 
customer’s source code. FreeRTOS has become the de facto standard RTOS for 
microcontrollers providing a truly compelling free software model. FreeRTOS is strictly quality 
managed, not just in software coding standards and look and feel, but also in 
implementation. 
The initial purpose of the FreeRTOS project was to provide an open source RTOS solution 
that was easy to establish and use, on a Windows or Linux host computer, without having to 
figure out which source files are required. This mission has been completed with the 
provision of pre-configured, buildable; example projects for each officially support port. 
FreeRTOS is designed to be easy to use, small footprint and robust. 
5.2.1.2.2 TinyOS 
TinyOS is an open source, BSD-licensed (Berkeley Software Distribution, a family of 
permissive free software licenses) operating system. It is specially designed for low-power 
wireless devices, such as those used in sensor networks, personal area networks, ubiquitous 
computing, smart buildings, and smart meters. It is a well-used OS by a worldwide 
community from academia and industry. TinyOS is an open and free source software 
component-based operating system and platform targeting on wireless sensor networks 
(WSNs). TinyOS is started by the University of California, Berkeley in cooperation with Intel 
Research and Crossbow Technology. It has since grown to be an international consortium, 
the TinyOS Alliance. 
TinyOS applications are written in nesC, a dialect of the C language optimised for the 
memory limits of sensor networks. TinyOS programs are built from software components. 
Interfaces connect components with each other. TinyOS offers interfaces and components for 
common abstractions. These include packet communication, routing, sensing, actuation and 
storage.  Statically TinyOS code is connected with program code. By using a custom GNU 
toolchain, it is compiled into a small binary. Associated utilities are provided to establish a 
development platform working with TinyOS. 
5.2.1.2.3 Contiki 
Contiki is an operating system for resource constrained platforms, typically for low-power, 
small memory wireless devices. It was created in 2002 and then further developed by an 
international team of developers. Contiki system supports both IPv4 and IPv6 networking in 
the uIP TCP/IP stack. It also provides a set of customised lightweight networking protocols 
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for low-power wireless networks, named as Rime. The primitives can be used on their own or 
combined to form more complex protocols and mechanisms. 
5.2.1.3 Summary of implementation environment  
Table 6 shows a brief comparison of potential experimental WS&AN platforms. In this 
research, Sensinode and TelosB platforms are chosen to be the experimental platform. The 
result evaluation of the implementation will be presented in Chapter 6. 
Table 6: WS&AN platforms 
Sensor 
node 
Micro Controller and 
transceiver 
Memory program 
Operation 
System 
Protocol 
stack 
supporte
d 
TelosB 
MSP430; 
250 kbit/s 2.4 GHz 
IEEE 802.15.4 
Chipcon 
10 KB RAM 48 
KB flash 
NesC 
Contiki, 
TinyOS, 
SOS and 
MantisOS 
802.15.4; 
Zigbee 
Sensinode MSP430, Chipcon 
CC2420 
10 KB RAM, 
256 KB flash, 
4 MB external 
flash 
C and 
libaries 
Contiki, 
FreeRTOS 
802.15.4; 
6LowPAN 
Zigbee 
Wospmote 
Atmel ATmega 1281 
Zigbee/802.15.4/Digi
Mesh/RF 
8 KB SRAM, 
128 KB 
FLASH ROM, 
4 KB 
EEPROM, 2 
GB SD card 
C++ 
Bootloader 
for event 
manageme
nt 
GPRS, 
Bluetooth,
Zigbee, 
WiFi 
SunSpot ARM 920T 
512 KB RAM 4 
MB flash 
Java 
Squawk 
Java ME 
Virtual 
Machine 
802.15.4 
 
5.2.2 Implementation approach 
5.2.2.1 Implementation settings for RTOS 
The initial implementation for interconnection is operated on the SENSINODE platform with 
10kb RAM and 256KB Flash memory of MSP430 microcontroller. It has CC2420 wireless 
module, IEEE 802.15.4 compatible RF-transceiver with 250 kbps data rate and an external 
4Mb serial data Flash memory. 
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Figure 33: Implementation of Multi-level Protocol Stack Re-configuration 
 
The sockets for receiving and sending data can be either different as well as identical. A 
corresponding protocol stack processes outgoing packets through the notification of stack 
references from the protocol stack manager to the pseudo protocol stack. The stack 
reference is generated by the protocol stack manager who has the knowledge of protocol 
elements it has and protocols that are used in incoming packets during communication. It 
indicates the pseudo protocol stack which sockets for sending data are open, or which real 
stack it should assign to certain sockets. The real stack can be an existing one, a 
reconfigured stack or a newly installed stack. 
5.2.2.1.1 Testing environment setting up 
PPSR is implemented in two different sensor node operation systems to verify various 
aspects of its performance. A small testing WS&AN is established as shown in Figure 34. 
Since the sensor platform does not provide external system clock, a PC with sensor gateway 
is used to transfer wireless WS&AN packets to a PC based message collecting program. 
Node 1 keeps sending out messages by using protocol stack which can be called as “Stack 
1”. Node 2 is using “Stack 2” and listening for the incoming message. Assuming that packets 
arrive at PC and Node 2 at the same time, when Node 2 processes packets, conduct 
reconfiguration and reply with a packet it will arrive at the PC program. The time difference 
between the packet from node 1 and the Node 2 can be regarded as packet processing time 
at Node 2. If the time of normal packet processing and the time of packet processing with 
reconfiguration are compared, the rough extra time consumed by reconfiguration can be 
obtained. The result should be able to tell how much impact the PPSR solution brings to the 
system concerning delay, complexity and stability. 
Protocol Element Handlers       
Generic handler
Protocol stack 
manager
Protocol 
Stack
1
Protocol 
Stack
2
Pseudo Protocol Stack 
Socket 
1
Socket 
2
Socket 
A
Socket 
B
Application 1
RAI
Application 2
PHY interface (wireless)
Receive Respond 
Stack reference
Stack reconfiguration/installation
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Figure 34: Implementation for testing 
 
 
5.2.3 Implementation settings for Contiki 
As shown in Figure 35, calling various protocol handlers in Contiki is very different from 
FreeRTOS. Instead of allowing users to configure socket directly, Contiki provides macros for 
users to use a pre-set protocol stack. Therefore, the method of a pseudo socket cannot be 
used to deploy protocol stack. Instead, macros can be redefined to redirect packet path to 
the intended handler. 
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Figure 35: Calling protocol handler by defined macros 
 
Figure 36 shows the layout of mote deployment. A sensor node running on Zigbee stack 
comes to approach a 6LowPAN network and complete interconnection with PPSR. 
 
Figure 36: Evaluation layout in Contiki 
5.2.3.1 Cooja 
Cooja Simulator is a java-based WSN simulator for Contiki. As shown in Figure 37, Cooja 
visualises WSN compilation and deployment to facilitate Contiki base developing by support 
following functionalities: 
 simulation from physical to application layer 
 network parameter setting for simulation 
 visualised mote deployment and debug output 
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 emulation of a set hardware sensor platforms 
 
Figure 37: Cooja GUI 
 
5.2.3.2 A classic gateway for the interconnection between heterogeneous 
WS&ANs 
 
Figure 38: Architecture of a 6LowPAN and Zigbee gateway 
 
As a novel approach, comparison against the state of the art solutions is significant to justify 
the contribution of the work. In this evaluation, a typical example of gateway [29] 
implemented to compare with a PPSR approach. Figure 38 shows a typical architecture of a 
gateway which has been applied in Contiki system. 
 
5.2.4 Implementation goals and performance metrics 
The following test cases based on the topology shown in the previous section are designed 
and implemented to evaluate the performance of PPSR. The aims of the implementation are: 
 Realise the concept of PPSR adaptation and negotiation 
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 Implement a gateway for comparison 
 Test PPSR performance on two different hardware platforms: Sensinode with 
FreeRTOS and TelosB with Contiki 
 Evaluate PPSR against gateway approach over connection speed, throughput and 
packet loss. 
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Chapter 6 :  Evaluation result and analysis 
The methodology of simulation and implementation is discussed in details in Chapter 5. 
Through the analysis of the experiment data, the performance of PPSR is evaluated this 
chapter. 
6.1 Evaluation on simulation result 
6.1.1 PPSR framework in NS-2 
PPSR framework is built in NS2 to simulate protocol stack reconfiguration. 
 
 
Figure 39: simulation set up in NS-2 
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As shown in Figure 39, two clusters are set to simulate the process of protocol stack 
reconfiguration. One cluster is moving towards another. It is illustrated in Figure 40: the NAM 
windows show that the two clusters were getting closer and they started to communicate. 
 
Figure 40: screen shot of mobile WS&ANs 
 
Figure 41: screen shot of network setting up 
 
To demonstrate reconfiguration, PPSR is enabled for all nodes in one cluster. The PPSR 
entity is attached cross network and application layer, responsible for monitoring message 
exchange and protocol stack reconfiguration. Different protocol stacks are applied in 
respective clusters to realise network heterogeneity. Figure 42 shows one protocol stack was 
reconfigured by PPSR when network heterogeneity was detected. 
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Figure 42: protocol reconfiguration by PPSR 
 
6.1.2 Interconnection delay (PPSR vs homogeneous networks)  
 
 
Figure 43: interconnection time 
The average connecting time is shown in Figure 43. The ‘Series 4’ and the ‘Series 5’ 
represents interconnection setting up time between heterogeneous networks with protocol 
stack reconfiguration and between homogeneous networks respectively. The reconfiguration 
has shown its influence in terms of interconnection time. However, the impact is as trivial as 
about 7.8E-4s. 
6.1.3 PPSR vs homogeneous networks (throughput) 
Throughput in a WS&AN can be calculated by the equations below: 
2 3
ZigBee
Data 
stream 
(CBR)
TCP
PPSR
802.15.4
2 3
ZigBee
Data 
stream 
(CBR)
ZigBee
Data 
stream 
(CBR)
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𝑻𝒉𝒓𝒐𝒖𝒈𝒉𝒑𝒖𝒕_𝑵𝒐𝒅𝒆 =  
𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 _𝒐𝒇_𝒃𝒊𝒕𝒔_𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅
𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆 𝒊𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒗𝒂𝒍
 
𝑻𝒉𝒓𝒐𝒖𝒈𝒉𝒑𝒖𝒕_𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 =  
∑ 𝑻𝒉𝒓𝒐𝒖𝒈𝒉𝒑𝒖𝒕_𝒏𝒐𝒅𝒆(𝒏)𝑵𝒏=𝟎
𝑵
 
During the simulation, the packet size is set to 100 bytes, and sending interval is 0.02s. In 
Figure 44, the average throughput of a network enabled PPSR and an ordinary network have 
no noticeable difference, except that the traffic building up of PPSR enabled network looks 
slightly behind the network without PPSR. It is easy to understand why there is no obvious 
gap on their throughput performance as after PPSR operation, which takes a little more time 
to establish interconnection in the beginning, packet handling between the previous 
heterogeneous networks is exactly as same as it is between homogeneous networks. 
On the other hand, if reconfiguration is forced during data transmission, throughput 
performance information shown in Figure 45 was collected demonstrating the impact of 
reconfiguration during communication. It indicates that multiple reconfigurations may 
seriously drag down the throughput performance. 
 
Figure 44: throughput between homogeneous networks and between heterogeneous 
networks with PPSR 
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Figure 45: impact of a 'force reconfiguration' 
 
6.1.4 PPSR vs homogeneous networks (packet loss) 
In Figure 46, some packet loss can be seen with the comment “IFQ” meaning no enough 
space in the sending queue. This happened while routing information is spread over the 
network. 
 
Figure 46: packet loss during routing broadcast 
The results in Table 7 and Table 8 show that PPSR has no impact on packet loss of 
networks. The packet loss rate does change according to the sending interval. When the 
interval goes up, the loss rate increases. Certainly, when a node takes stack reconfiguration, 
it is not able to send and receive packets. The loss rate goes up correspondingly.  
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Table 7: packet loss homogeneous networks 
Sending interval (sec.) Packet sent Packet dropped Packet loss (%) 
0.01 29,767 132 0.438 
0.02 16,144 28 0.173 
0.05 6,508 5 0.077 
 
Table 8: packet loss in PPSR networks 
Sending interval (sec.) Packet sent Packet dropped Packet loss (%) 
0.01 29,385 129 0.443 
0.02 14,237 25 0.175 
0.05 6,364 6 0.093 
 
Figure 47 shows the relationship between sending interval and packet loss rate. When 
sending interval decreases (Data generation rate increases), the packet loss rate goes up. 
Along with the reduction of sending interval, the increment speed of packet loss rate 
accelerates instead of going up linearly. The figure also shows the overall packet loss rate 
over homogeneous interconnection and heterogeneous interconnection with PPSR is very 
close. It is because the PPSR reconfiguration happens once only to enable interconnection, 
and after that two networks communicate in homogeneous connection. Therefore, the only 
difference is brought by the moment of PPSR reconfiguration. 
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Figure 47: Packet Loss Rate over various sending interval 
 
6.2 Summary of simulation 
The simulation of PPSR has successfully proved the concept of PPSR approach for 
interconnection between heterogeneous networks. The simulation compares the 
performance of PPSR on interconnection against interconnection between homogeneous 
networks in regards to connection time, throughput and packet loss. It shows that enabling 
interconnection between homogeneous networks does not result in significant performance 
impact on the above aspects comparing to homogeneous network interconnection. 
6.3 Evaluation on implementation result 
6.3.1 PPRS performance in RTOS 
A comparison of time consumption for packet processing with protocol stack adaptation and 
without protocol stack adaptation is illustrated in Figure 48. During the evaluation test, a 
simple packet with 2 bytes payload is transmitted between two WS&AN nodes. The blue line 
demonstrates the time of one node receiving a packet, processing it and sending it back to 
another node using the same protocol stack. There are no PPSR functions involved in this 
procedure. The red curve shows the same packet processing with protocol stack adaptation 
enabled. The time line of packet processing with PPSR stack adaption applied is higher in 
general than the time line of without PPSR applied, but it has less fluctuation concerning the 
dynamic range of packet processing time. Figure 49 shows a similar comparison between the 
time consumption for packet processing with protocol stack reconfiguration and without 
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protocol stack reconfiguration. The curve of packet processing time with protocol stack 
reconfiguration shows more peaks between 40ms and 50ms comparing with the curve of 
packet processing time of protocol stack adaptation. This indicates that protocol stack 
reconfiguration requires more processing time. 
 
 
Figure 48: Time consumption of packet processing with/without protocol stack 
adaptation. 
 
Figure 49: Time consumption of packet processing with/without protocol stack 
reconfiguration. 
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The average packet processing time is shown in Figure 50. The average time of packet 
processing with stack adaptation (the red column) is increased by 14.89 % compared with 
the ordinary packet processing time (the blue column), from 0.0262s to 0.0304s. With 4.2ms 
delay on packet processing in average, heterogeneous WS&AN platforms can interconnect 
with each other. The processing with protocol stack reconfiguration costs 20.71 % more time 
than the ordinary packet processing in average, from 0.0262s to 0.0318s. In a real situation, 
the protocol stack reconfiguration will not frequently happen. Once an interconnection 
established by stack reconfiguration, the new stack will be in use to deliver packets. 
Therefore, the extra processing time for reconfiguration applies on the first received packet 
and it will not bring obvious influence for the system. 
 
 
Figure 50: Average packet processing time. 
 
Figure 51 illustrates the density distribution of the real packet processing time and the normal 
distribution of the processing time. Figure 52 shows the normal distributions of packet 
processing time for ordinary packet processing. Packet processing with protocol stack 
adaptation (Proactive adaptation) and packet processing with protocol stack reconfiguration 
(Proactive reconfiguration) are compared. It clearly demonstrates that the time for packet 
processing with PPSR solution increases slightly compared to ordinary packet processing 
time. However, an interesting result is that the standard deviation for time distribution of 
PPSR solution is less than ordinary packet processing. The standard deviation for the 
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distribution of ordinary packet processing is 0.007739s. The standard deviation for the 
distribution of packet processing with protocol stack adaptation is 0.00569s. The standard 
deviation for the distribution of packet processing with protocol stack reconfiguration is 
0.007257s. This result can be used to make sending and receiving more stable.  
 
Figure 51: Time data distribution for Proactive Adaptation 
 
 
Figure 52: Normal distributions for packet processing time 
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6.3.1 PPRS performance in Contiki 
As described in section 5.2.3, a simple network environment with 3 TelosB sensor motes has 
been deployed to evaluate PPSR performance. 
 
Figure 53: Deployment in Cooja UI and real time monitoring for physical motes 
Figure 53  demonstrates an example of implementation. In the Cooja GUI, the two sensor 
nodes in a yellow frame are running on 6LowPAN protocol stack, and the mote in red (on the 
right) is running Zigbee protocol stack. In the experiments, the Zigbee node was moved to 
the 6LowPAN network until it entered the radio zone of a 6LowPAN node. After one of the 
processes completed, data packet were delivered from the previous (in some scenarios, 
protocol stack may change) Zigbee node to the far end 6LowPAN node at defined sending 
intervals. All the scenarios in Contiki system, described in later sections, follow the same 
deployment for comparison. After debugging in Cooja environment, programs are uploaded 
into physical sensor motes. The output of the motes, as shown on the right of the figure, can 
be monitored and recorded by logging in the motes via a terminal.   
PPSR negotiation involves two PPSR enabled motes. Figure 54 shows the debug output of 
the interconnection process via PPSR negotiation. Node 3 was running Zigbee stack and 
moving around while broadcasting messages. When Node 1 captured a message, PPSR 
started to identify (sniff) the protocol header. When it found the header is unknown, Node 1 
sent out a PPSR MAC layer packet with a list of all the protocols it had installed. Node 3 
received and identified it as a PPSR negotiation message; it compared protocol list with the 
one from Node 1. Fortunately, PPSR found one and reply to Node 1 to suggest a stack 
reconfiguration. Meanwhile, it started a waiting timer for Node 1’s acknowledgement. Finally, 
both side changed their protocol stack to the common one that they both have, and the 
interconnection between them was established. 
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6.3.2 Implementation of PPSR negotiation 
 
Figure 54: Realisation of PPSR negotiation 
6.3.3 Evaluation on average packet delivery time 
Figure 55 shows an example of debug output with a time stamp. By comparing the sending 
out time and receiving time of the same packet (marked with same packet sequence 
number), the average peer-to-peer packet delivery time can be derived. This experiment 
compares delivery time over four different connections: 
 Homogeneous networks 
 Heterogeneous networks 
o Networks with 6LowPAN/Zigbee protocol gateway 
o Networks with PPSR (adaptation and negotiation) 
Figure 55 shows calculation of delivery time relies on time stamps in debug output. Every 
packet with its sequence number can be traced from the sender through a mediator to the 
receiver.  
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Figure 55: Data packet delivery with time stamp and sequence number 
 
 
 
Figure 56: Packet delivery time over different connections 
 
Figure 56 and Figure 57 present the performance on an end-to-end packet delivery time over 
4 different interconnections. In Figure 57, PPSR approach shows a distinct advantage over 
gateway approach. The average packet delivery time for PPSR is 26.76ms, which takes 
3.2% more time than homogeneous network interconnection. Figure 57 shows that after a 
short process of connection set up, the performances of the connections became very close. 
As discussed in previous sections, when a node with PPSR completes reconfiguration 
successfully, the connection is the same as homogeneous connection. 
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Figure 57: Comparison of average packet delivery time 
It also explains its overall delivery time is less than gateway approach. Although a connection 
is set up, every incoming packet in gateway needs to go through packet processing twice by 
two different protocol stacks. On the other hand, PPSR reconfiguration takes more time to set 
up interconnection, which may cause packet loss during the setting up stage. 
6.3.4 Evaluation on average throughput at various sending intervals 
In this section, the performance on data throughput is verified with multiple sending intervals. 
Figure 58 presents a log file with debug output as a reference to calculate throughput. 
 
Figure 58: An example of throughput log file 
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Figure 59: Throughput at 20ms sending interval 
 
 
 
Figure 60: Average throughput at 20ms sending interval 
. 
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Figure 61: Throughput at 10ms sending interval 
 
 
Figure 62: Average throughput at 10ms sending interval 
Figure 59 and Figure 60 demonstrate the throughput achieved via the four connections at 
sending interval of 20ms. In Figure 61 and Figure 62, the sending interval reduced to 10ms. 
For the same reason that discussed in Figure 56 and Figure 57, PPSR still shows better 
performance against gateway approach. Comparing to the throughput at 20ms sending 
interval, there is 65.28% increment in the gateway approach at 10ms sending interval. 
Meanwhile, PPSR adaptation gains 67.97% increment and PPSR negotiation gain 66.97% 
increment. This means the influence of extra packet processing in gateway becomes more 
evident when sending speed increases. Additionally, when sending speed doubles, the 
throughput should ideally double as well. However, the result does not support the theory. 
One of the reasons is packet loss. 10ms sending interval makes sensor too busy to process 
every packet and hence impact the performance of the throughput. This also explains why 
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the performance difference on throughput at 10ms sending interval is more obvious than it is 
at 20ms. The latter allows more time for the approach which consumes more resource on 
packet processing including time. Therefore, the difference of throughput performance 
between various approaches is reduced. 
A comparison of throughput between different approaches at various sending intervals can 
be seen in Figure 63. When sending frequency is as low as 50ms, the throughputs of 
corresponding approaches show basically no difference between one another. Along the 
increment of sending frequency (decrement of sending interval), the throughput of each 
approach shows approximate linear growth. However, the growth rate obviously drops when 
sending interval is shorter than 20ms which is caused by the increment of loss rate referring 
to Figure 65.  
 
Figure 63: Comparison of throughput change for different interconnection at various 
sending intervals 
 
6.3.5 Evaluation on average packet loss at various sending intervals 
Packet loss at high sending frequency can be seen in Figure 64. Figure 65 illustrates the 
variation of packet loss rate along the increment of sending speed. When sending interval 
keep reducing from 20ms to 10ms and 8ms, the packet loss rate greatly increases for all the 
four connection. Again, PPSR performance keeps its advantage against gateway approach. 
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Figure 64: An example of packet loss at 10ms sending interval 
 
 
 
Figure 65: Packet loss rate at various sending intervals 
From 20ms interval to 8ms interval, packet loss in PPSR has increased 26.53%, and 29.22% 
in the gateway approach. The 2.96% advantage mean PPSR has nearly 3 more packet 
received in every 100 packet in average.  
Packet loss can be caused by signal strength, interference and busy traffic. In this 
experiment, the loss rate difference between the gateway approach and the other three 
approaches becomes more when sending interval reduces. Considering all the other 
environmental parameters remain same to all the approaches, the higher increment of the 
loss rate for the gateway approach is mainly caused by the traffic. Unlike the other three 
approaches, every packet received by a gateway has to be fully processed layer by layer and 
re-packed again through a different protocol stack for being able to be passed on and 
processed in a heterogeneous network. This process consumes more time than the other 
approaches. When sending interval keeps decreasing, more and more packets are received 
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during same time which requires receiving node to process packets quickly enough or result 
in higher and higher packet loss.  
6.4 Summary of implementation 
The PPSR approach has been fully implemented and evaluated on two platforms, including 
PPSR adaptation and PPSR negotiation, as well as a gateway framework for comparison. 
The evaluation results have shown PPSR’s overall advantage against gateway approach, 
which proves the novelty and contribution of the research work.  
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Chapter 7 :  Conclusion, discussion and future 
research work 
7.1 Conclusion 
During the course of this research, more and more discussions have emerged regarding the 
interconnection between networks in the next generation network environment, especially for 
IoT environment. As an example, Zigbee alliance has included compatibility between the new 
Zigbee standard – ZSE (Zigbee Smart Energy) and 6LowPAN/CoAP at application layer, in 
order to enable interconnection and interoperation between Zigbee based networks and 
LowPAN based networks. All these progress indicate a promising future for research of 
network interconnection. 
This research has proposed a novel solution ‘Progressive Protocol Stack Reconfiguration’ for 
dynamic interconnection between heterogeneous WS&ANs. The framework shows high 
reconfigurability for protocol components which comprise protocol stacks. It provides WS&AN 
nodes with various levels of methodology in terms of complexity to change communication 
status by protocol stack reconfiguration. The architecture of the framework is bound tightly 
with the Operation System of a sensor platform which allows it to access low level 
information easily, manage protocol stacks powerfully as well as be transparent to high level 
applications. Therefore it introduces little impact to application services and application 
programmers, and fulfils its function with low cost and delay. The research has completed the 
research task that proposed in the beginning and is well evaluated in simulation and 
implementation including in depth comparison with a gateway approach. Unlike many 
research having concept proved by simulation only, the feasibility of PPSR solution is well 
proven by both simulation and real implementation which is highly valuable to be referred to 
by future research. 
This research does not indicate that the PPSR solution is overall superior to other solutions 
for heterogeneous network interconnection as its challenge is also well discussed. However, 
PPSR does show its advantages in many aspects against the gateway approach which is 
most popular research direction that has been widely accepted in this area.  
The advantage shown in the evaluation over the gateway approach is not significant. 
However, the initiative of the PPSR solution is not to beat the gateway approach in every 
internetworking situation, but to establish interconnection directly and dynamically between 
heterogeneous wireless sensor networks without going through big network (e.g. internet), 
especially in the context of high mobility scenarios and instability of the general network 
environment (wars, natural disasters, terrorist attacks, etc.). This is what the gateway 
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approach is completely not capable of. The novel concept of this research also makes 
protocol reconfiguration an interesting research topic to fulfil particular needs of dynamic 
change on-fly for WSN&AN systems. 
7.2 Discussion 
7.2.1 Network virtualisation 
As a popular research field for heterogeneous sensor network interconnection issue, network 
virtualisation has been regarded as the most promising approach. In this section, difference 
of the concept of PPSR approach and network virtualisation approach is discussed. The 
performance led by conceptual divergence is compared and discussed in the following 
sections. 
Figure 66 presents the difference of interconnection between two heterogeneous wireless 
sensor networks. PPSR focuses on providing connectivity for co-located mobile WSN&ANs. 
As in a real environment, service requirements most likely happen in such situation. PPSR 
enables interconnection through protocol stack reconfiguration. It keeps the action under 
application layer with low cost and fast speed. 
 
Figure 66: Interconnection through two different approaches 
 
On the other hand, network virtualisation aims to provide interconnection above network 
layer. Heterogeneous WS&ANs connect to one another by logical links through their 
connection with overlay virtual network.  
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7.2.1.1 End-to-end processing cost 
Figure 67 shows typical end-to-end interconnections via two approaches. Interconnection via 
PPSR goes up to 6 protocol handling process: PHY -> MAC -> Network ->Network -> MAC -
>PHY with two transceiving. Sometimes, interconnection can be set up even without network 
layer, which is also mentioned in Chapter 8. The cross layer management and 
reconfiguration certainly increase the processing cost. But some prior studies [72][73][74] 
have shown that comparing to the energy consumption on transceiving, internal processing 
consume little energy in sensor node. 
 
Figure 67: End-to-end interconnection 
Meanwhile, an interconnection via virtual sensor network requires at least 8 protocols 
handling with four transmissions and four receptions at multiple layers of the protocol stack. 
This has not included logic routing, logic link allocation and some other process in virtual 
network. The energy cost for an interconnection via virtual sensor network can be 
approximately as much as twice more than it is via PPSR. 
7.2.1.2 End-to-end delay 
End-to-end delay can be caused by various factors, such as environment interference, 
network connection, packet loss, communication mechanism, processing speed, etc. From 
the above figure, conclusion can be drawn that the processing of PPSR is simpler and faster, 
therefore, its performance on delay will certainly show its advantage.  
7.2.1.3 Flexibility for network change 
Both approaches aim to provide flexibility for dynamic interconnection. As discussed in 
previous sections, compatibility for device change within a sensor network is not what virtual 
sensor network can contribute. This is exactly where PPSR demonstrate its capability. 
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On the contrary, when a sensor network aims to connect to heterogeneity networks via 
internet, virtual sensor network can deliver the connectivity.  
7.2.1.4 Robustness against interruptions 
Contributed by many research achievements, the sensor network virtualisation solutions are 
already fairly complete. On top of connectivity, it offers solutions on stability, security to 
guarantee the Quality of service [75][76]. As a new approach, PPSR has not put these 
aspects in the current research scope. Therefore, the robustness of virtual sensor network 
can show advantages in a common situation. 
The general robustness for network interconnection under virtual sensor network highly 
depends on the well running of the overlay virtual network layer which is built up on top of the 
Internet. Severe internet interruptions have taken place many times in the past and 
underlying risks will continuously remain. Power-cut, wars, earth quake, terrorist attacks and 
many other reasons can create serious network interruptions. In such situations, the design 
of PPSR can provide possibilities for interconnections even between heterogeneous sensor 
networks, because the reconfiguration approach allows direct communications between 
network and lower layer. 
7.2.1.5 Summary 
The discussion shows the advantageous potentials of protocol reconfiguration approach for 
heterogeneous sensor network interconnection. Although not a one-for all solution, protocol 
reconfiguration approach serves a strong purpose for co-located WSN&ANs and 
demonstrates clear advantages under various circumstances.  
7.2.2 System dependency 
Running as a protocol stack management system, the implementation of PPSR solution has 
reasonable platform dependency, since each WS&AN platform has specific approach of 
protocol management, task scheduling, operating system and programming environment. 
Therefore, the implementation of PPSR has to be specifically adjusted for individual WS&AN 
platforms or systems in the aspect of programming. It is challenging to create a generic 
software package for multiple platforms for the time being. 
7.3 Future work 
In this thesis, the interconnection issues have been well discussed with a successful 
implementation of a prototype. There are still some issues to be considered in the future: 
generalisation of the PPSR approach and security. 
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7.3.1 Applying the PPSR solution for multiple platforms and protocol stacks 
The PPSR solution has been successfully implemented in two hardware platforms over two 
most popular protocol standards in the experiments. As a general solution for heterogeneous 
WS&AN interconnection, it will be applied to other platforms to enable adaptability for more 
protocols. 
7.3.2 Security  
This thesis focuses on enabling interconnection between heterogeneous WS&ANs. For this 
reasons, security issues are not addressed. All the existing WS&AN protocol standards have 
their own security technologies to provide secure network connection and data transmission, 
e.g. DTLS (SSL) for 6LowPAN. These security technologies commonly provide similar 
functionalities, such as key establishment, key transport, frame protection and device 
authorization. On the other hand, the concept of PPSR is to use the existing standard by 
dynamic adaptation, rather than create a new protocol standard. Coming with the existing 
standards, these security technologies will therefore be used for communications. From this 
point of view, security does not seem to be a problem.  
However, the above assumption has not been researched and justified. As security is very 
important for interconnections, security issue should not be omitted by making assumptions.   
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Appendix 1. Transceiving protocol handling 
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Appendix 2. Table of values for PIE (Protocol Information Exchange) 
Header Field Size Values Description 
Protocol ID (PID) 4-bit 0001=PIR 
0111= PSI 
1001= PEI 
1110= PSC 
 
T (Type) 2-bit  
 
0 = Request 
1 = INFO 
2 = ACK 
Used to indicate the type of 
BWS message. 
LEN 8-bit 0 = No 
acknowledgement 
requested 
1 = Acknowledgement 
requested 
In a request this flag indicates 
that a response is requested 
even if there is no response 
body. In a response this flag is 
always 1. 
NOS 4-bit 
Unsigned 
Integer 
 
 The method, used in requests. 
NOP 4-bit 
Unsigned 
Integer 
 The code, used in responses. 
SID 4-bit 
Unsigned 
Integer 
 Use to be determined. Can be 
used by a Pub/Sub system to 
indentify the type of data 
carried. 
LAYERS 4-bit 
Unsigned 
Integer 
 The content type following in 
the payload of the packet. 
PID 8-bit 
Unsigned 
Integer 
Unique protocol ID for 
this request.  
Layer 1-n in PSI also use PID 
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Appendix 3. Resources for NS-2 simulation 
NS2 : 
 Install NS2.31 for ubuntu 7.10: http://alkautsarpens.wordpress.com/2008/02/05/install-
ns231-for-ubuntu-gutsy-710/ 
 Tutorial for network simulator: http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/tutorial/ 
 The network simulator: http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/ 
 NS manual: http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/doc/index.html 
 NS by example: http://nile.wpi.edu/NS/ 
 NS2 – workshops, tutorials, presentations: http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/ns-
tutorial/index.html 
 NS2 contributed code: http://nsnam.isi.edu/nsnam/index.php/Contributed_Code 
 http://ns-2.blogspot.com/ 
 Workshop on NS-2: http://www.wns2.org 
 NS2 Learning Guide 
 How to interprete the NS2 tracefile 
 NS Simulator course for beginners 
 NS-2 Resource page 
 Network analyzer for NS-2 
 NS nam search : http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/htdig/search.html 
 Zigbee/IEEE 802.15.4 Module for NS2 simulator:  
http://www.cs.uwm.edu/~mukul/wpan.html 
 NS2 Visual Trace Analyzer:http://nsvisualtraceanalyzer.wordpress.com/ 
NAM: 
 Network Animator http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/nam/ 
NS2 for IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee LR-WPANs: 
 Simulation of IEEE 802.15./Zigbee With NS-2 
 IEEE 802.15.4 Mac Implementation in NS-2 
 Low Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-WPANs) NS-2 Platform 
 Simulative Investigation of Zigbee/802.15.4 
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TCL/OTCL: 
 Tutorial OTCL :http://bmrc.berkeley.edu/research/cmt/cmtdoc/otcl/tutorial.html 
Trace File: 
 NS-2 Trace Formats : http://nsnam.isi.edu/nsnam/index.php/NS-2_Trace_Formats 
 The example Awk file for 802.15.4 :   
http://www.ifn.et.tu-dresden.de/~marandin/Zigbee/scripts.html 
 The example Awk file for 802.11 (using cbr packet): 
http://zbinwu.blogspot.com/2010/10/analyze-ns-2-trace-file.html 
